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Parks Board,
MCCSA sign
new contract
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The
Murray-Calloway
County Parks and Recreation
Board of Directors and the
Murray-Calloway
County
Soccer
Association
have
reached a tentative facility user
agreement concerning soccer
activities as the Parks Board
moves to hire a new youth
sports coordinator.
During the Parks Board's regularly-scheduled
meeting
Monday night. a special committee comprised of members
of both groups recommended
the new agreement. Following a
report from committee members concerning the arrangement. Parks Board members
approved the proposal which
represents some changes in
team fees, notification of
planned activities and regulations concerning cancellation of
tournaments. Full control of a
disputed concession facility
was given to MCCSA on
request.
"I think the (Parks) board can
move forth and do what we
need to do," said Melody

Murray, KI 42071

WS* Second ice storm unlikely
Call
says local
residents
should stay
prepared

By HAWKINS'TEAGUE
Stall Writer
umurs that there could be another
severe ice storm at the end of the
month are unfounded, according to
the National Weather Service.
Some people in western Kentucky have
been reporting that a popular national publication predicted the ice storm that hit on
January 27, and that another storm is predicted to hit at the end of February. Dan
Spaeth. a meteorologist with the NWS in

R

Pducah, said he was familiar with the
rumors and had been trying to dispel them
in the last week. He said while talking to
someone who runs a local farm store, he had
been told that the publication's prediction of
last month's ice storm had only been off by
a day, it and had also predicted an even
worse storm for the end of this month.
Spaeth said the NWS was not predicting
any severe winter weather for the rest of the
month and that even if another storm were

to strike, it was extremely unlikely that it
could be as bad or worse than last month.
"We're not likely to ever see one worse
than the one we just had," he said.
Spaeth said western Kentucky could
expect showers and thunderstorms tonight
and tomorrow and possibly some snow on
Friday or Saturday. Weekend temperatures
should hover above freezing and it should
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TAKING AIM: Dylan Vance takes aim during the Murray Middle School's recent Valentine's Day Archery Tournament. Vance,
a fourth-grader at Murray Middle, is part of an archery club at school that organized the tournament.

Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
Tuesday...Mostly cloudy.
Highs in the lower 50s.
Tuesday night...Periods
of showers and a chance of
thunderstorms. Lows in the
upper 40s. Chance of precipitation 80 percent.
Wednesday...Mostly
cloudy. Showers likely and a
chance of thunderstorms in
the morning...Then a slight
chance of rain in the afternoon. Highs in the upper
50s. Chance of precipitation
60 percent.
Wednesday
night...Mostly cloudy. Lows
in the mid 30s.
Thursday...Partly sunny.
Highs around 40.
Thursday night...Mostly
clear. Lows in the lower 20s.
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LBL remains closed after ice storm
GOLDEN POND, Ky. (AP) brought trees crashing down on
—No one can come out and roads, trails and facilities.
play at Land Between the Lakes
Almost all of the northern half
National Recreation Area for of the area — the part in
some time.
Kentucky — has been closed
Much of the 170,000 heavily since the ice storm. Land
forested acres in western Between the Lakes spokesKentucky
and
Tennessee woman Kathryn Harper told The
remains closed to the public Paducah Sun that it's likely to be
after the Jan. 27 ice storm closed for some time.

"We have an official closure
ongoing, and for visitors' own
safety they aren't permitted to
go into the area, not on the roads
other than the Trace and not into
the woods," Harper said.
"Anyone who goes onto the area
is subject to being cited."
The storm knocked out power
for more than 700,000 people at

1

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Last month's winter ice storm
will delay completion of a
Goodwill
Industries
of
Kentucky donation center and
retail store on 641 North in
Murray by a few weeks.
John Wade, vice president in
charge of the company's western division based in Bowling
Green, said Monday the project's schedule was affected,
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TOM BERRY/Ledger& 'rime
Following last month's ice storm, the new Goodwill Store is scheduled to open in March.
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its peak and state officials attributed 36 deaths to storm-related
causes. In Land Between the
Lakes, which uses the marketing
slogan "Come out and play,"
trails are littered with downed
branches and trees, gravel roads
are impassible with only the

Goodwill
store eyes
opening for
next month
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By BEN FELLER
Assoc4ated Press Wnter
ASH1NGTON (AP)
—President Banat
Obama is ready
sign into law the most sweeptiA
economic package in decades14
rescue plan meant to reinviei
rate job creation, consinial
spending and public optimism.
Add the bill to an ever-growing
deficit.
Capping the biggest victory of
his month-old administration,
Obama will sign the economic
legislation Tuesday in Denver.
The setting, the Denver
Museum of Nature & Science,
is meant to underscore tile
investments the new law 4111
make in "green" energy-related
jobs. It also allows Obama to
get away from Washington,
where the bill's passage was a
mostly partisan affair, and be
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Infrastructure
money for states
in our region
By The Associated Press
State totals in the e( onornic stimulus package for
infrastructure
improvements, including money for
highways and bridges, public transit and water projects
(figures are in dollars):
Infrastructure
Slate
• Ala
603,871,807
• Ark.
405,531,459
• Ga.
1,141,255,941
• Ill
1 579,965,373
• Ind.
836.483,568
• Ky
521,153,404
• Miss.
415,257,720
• Mo
830,647,063
• Ohio . . 1,335,600,553
• Tenn.
701,516,776
The package reflects only
money to states and territories and has an estimated
total of 38,101,898.173.
Source: House Committee
on Transportation and
Infrastructure.
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Robbery
•Soccer.
reported at From Front
local store
Staff Illeport

•Goodwill

...

Kentucky

directives regarding notification
From Front
of
board members and the pubCunningham. program commitbut that company officials are
tee chair and spokesman for the lic in regard to the December doing everything they can to
stock the store and open the
joint committee, before a vote meeting.
Agencies must give more than Web addresses
by Parks Board members.
The
Murray
Williams told members of doors.
Police
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)-The Kentucky attorney general's
Department is investigating a
The 10,000 square foot faciliDuring a meeting last month, both boards that he is looking
office
says a school district violated state law by not providing a
robbery that occurred early
ty was scheduled to open in
both boards temporarily laid forward to
working with every- early March.
Monday at a local convenience
hard copy of a policies and procedures manual to parents who
aside their differences to focus
store.
one concerned, possibly intro"It will most likely be toward requested it.
on a facility user agreement: setAn MPD news release said
Assistant Attorney General Amye L. Bensenhaver said in an
ducing the formation of an the end of March now," Wade
ting aside differences over how
that police responded to a robopinion
said.
released Monday that the Graves County school district
"The
storm
slowed
us
adult,
co-ed
softball
league
bery call from the Speedway on
that
soccer games and tournaments
down.improperly referred parents Tommy and Sharon Morefield to a
College Farm Road near the
would
help
to
raise
the
money
to
will be handled through the seaThc building. located at the Web site instead of providing a copy of the manual. Bensenhaver
. Five Points intersection at
son to ensure youth are not pay his salary.
northern edge of Bee Creek said that was a clear violation of state law.
approximately
1:25
a.m.
adversely affected by an ongo"I think we will have a good between Culver's restaurant and
Monday. The store's clerk told
Bensenhaver said some people may not have computers or the
ing dispute regarding oversight. year for baseball and coed soft- Baymont Inn & Suites, is essenpolice that two men had robbed
skills to download the requested records electronically.
the store, taking an undeterThe action was regarded as a ball along with our
other pro- tially completed. As with hunSchool district attorney David Hargrove said Monday that offimined amount of cash and flee- "good faith"
dreds of other Goodwill stores
move on the part of grams." Williams
cials would ensure the Morefields get the material they requested.
said.
ing on foot. The clerk was taken
across the state and the nation.
both boards. All soccer activity
to the Murray-Calloway County
Martin, who recommended a the Murray
store will offer lowwill
remain
under Parks
Hospital emergency room for
move to hire a sports coordina- cost clothing, toys, books and Lights in the sky meteors, not space junk
Department supervision until a
injuries received during the robLEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)- Astronomers say bright lights in the
bery.
longer-range contract has been tor to provide oversight of all electronic media, furniture.
appliances and any other type of sky and noises like thunder observed over much of Kentuck we're
The clerk reported that one
y
approved by both parties. A lack Parks youth sporting leagues
donated items to the public for meteors.
suspect was wearing a "South
while asking MCCSA to serve
of
communi
cation
was
cited
as
a
Pole" sweatshirt and the other
sale.
The Lexington Herald-Leader reported that after the reports
major factor in the dispute over in a support/advisory capacity,
was wearing a gray sweatshirt.
Goodwill Industries first proAnyone with information oversight: a topic that will be said he felt the move was the posed a new store in Murray came in from people in Kentucky and Texas late Friday, the
Federal Aviation Administration cautioned pilots to beware of
about the crime is encouraged to taken up a future meetings as
about seven
right thing to do.
years ago.
satellite
call 753-1621.
debris, but the advisory was quickly withdrawn.
members meet to work on
Martin said Williams' willing- Construction of the facility took
FAA spokeswoman Kathleen Bergen said it was a natural pheagreements
off
last year on 4.2 acres of
affecting
the ness to work
part-time the first
land. It features a drive-thru nomenon.
remainder of the soccer season.
Tenn. sheriff: Man who
University of Kentucky astronomy professor Tom Troland told
During last night's meeting, year would cost the board less donation center facing the roadstole cruiser found dead Parks Director Matt Martin than the $13.800 initially pro- way with an expanded sales the newspaper meteors are seen routinely and are occasionally
very bright and cause a noise much like a sonic boom.
PARIS, Tenn. (API - introduced Keith Williams, a posed during the December floor.
Accordi
ng
to
Goodwil
l
Authorities in West Tennessee
Murray native and long-time meeting.
Industries of Kentucky's Web
say a man who stole a state
adult volunteer with youth
"I just want us to move forsite, the organization is volun••
trooper's patrol car has been
sports league baseball, who has ward," Martin said. "I really
tarily complying with new fedfound dead from an apparent
subsides for health insurance
From
Front
been hired to work pan-time want to
take the board in the eral
mandate
self-inflicted gunshot wound.
prohibiting
What is not expected to do IS
coordina
ting
baseball
and other right step
Henry County Sheriff Monte
and I think this is def- "knowingly selling children's among people who may benefit change the nation's
economic
practice
and
tourname
nt
activiBelew said Monday that 21items that may contain lead in from the huge government
initely a step forward.fortunes quickly. So part of the
year-old Joshua Kingsbury of ties at the parks.
excess of the limit allowable by intervention.
Two members of the MCCSA
Springville was found dead
Following a short dispute
law."
The flailing economy contin- White House's goal has been
managing expectations.
were
present, but declined comnear where the patrol car was
over the legality of a December
ues to dominate Obama's time.
"At this time, there is still a
Presidential
located Sunday night.
spokesman
ment
concerni
2008 meeting in which board
ng the new agree- large degree of uncertainty
Tuesday is also when General
Authorities say Kingsbury
Motors Corp. and Chrysler Robert Gibbs said over the long
members reportedly chose to ment and the hiring of a coordi- about what the government reghad stolen the cruiser of state
hire a coordinator, the board nator. Some of Williams' duties ulation requires of Goodwill," LLC, which are living off a holiday weekend that "things
trooper Daryl Veliz who had
the posting states. "What is combined $13.4 billion in feder- have not yet bottomed out. They
voted 7-2 to hire Williams. He will include setting
stopped Kingsbury. for drunken
up league clear is
that Goodwill has no al bailout loans, are due to hand are probably going to get worse
will
be
paid
$11
per hour for sporting activities,
driving in Benton County. Veliz
organizing choice but to comply with the in plans to Obama's governm
ent before they improve. But this is
approximately
was checking Kingsbury's car
800 hours
tournaments, implementing new mandate based on our interpre- about how they can remain a big step forward toward makwhen Kingsbury got into the
throughout the sports season.
tation of the law at this time."
ing that improvement and putviable.
cruiser's front seat despite
Board member Jeremy Bell. ideas (such as coed softball),
Company officials say cusAnd
ting people back to work."
on
Wednesd
being handcuffed and drove
ay
and
in
setting
up
practice
arrangerepresenting the Murray City
tomers may see fewer children's Arizona, Obama will unveil
away.
The unemployment rate is
ments.
Williams
said
Council, raised the objection to
he would items for sale.
Kingsbury.'s body was found
another part of his economic now at 7.6 percent, the highest
also
William
be
intereste
s
d
hiring;
in organizing
citing
"Goodwill believes it can con- recovery effort-a plan to help in more than
in the Big Sandy Wildlife
16 years. Analysts
Kentucky Open Records/Open kickball and disc golf tourna- tinue to sell certain children's millions
Management Area. it was
of homeowners fend warn the economy will remain
Meeting
s and Parks Board ments at the parks.
items while complying with the off foreclosure.
reported.
feeble through 2009.
mandate," according to the
But first comes the $787 bilRepublican lawmakers, meanposting. Goodwill in Mayfield lion economic stimulus
bill, while, largely balked at the ecois selling children's clothing, which tries to attack
the nation's nomic package. It drew no GOP
but not children's toys.
economic free fall on multiple
votes in the House and only
"We ask for your patience and fronts.
three
in the Senate, albeit vital
understanding as we continue to
It pumps money into infraones. Many Republicans said it
work through this change. Your structure projects,
health care, was
short on cutting taxes and
support of Goodwill remains renewable
energy development
the spending measures didn't
vital to our mission of helping and conserva
tion, with twin
target the vast sums of money
people with disabilities or other goals of
short-term job producdisadvantages, and we appreci- tion
and longer-term economic well enough toward short-term
ate your continued support."
job creation, which was the
viability.
Officials at Angels Attic in
There's a $400 tax break for major goal of the bill.
Murray have not discontinued
But with the economy shedmost individual workers and
selling children's toys because
$800 for couples, including ding jobs, there was widespread
the law is interpreted to exempt
those who do not earn enough to consensus in Washington for
thrift and consignment stores.
pay income taxes. It dishes out some sort of stimulus, and fast.
The Goodwill store is expectYet the government's action
tens of billions of dollars to
ed to hire about a dozen
states so they can head off deep comes at a cost down the line.
employees with disabilities as
cuts and layoffs. It provides
Many private economists are
part of a company-wide effort to
financial incentives for people forecasting that the budget
assist the nation's disabled popto start buying again, from first deficit for the current year will
ulation. Goodwill Industries of
homes to new cars.
hit $1.6 trillion, including the
Kentucky is a network of 52
And
it
provides
help
to
stimulus
poor
spending. That's about
centers located statewide that
provide jobs, job training, people and laid-off workers. three times last year's shortfall,
with increased unemployment and such
deficits contribute to a
employment services and postbenefits
and food stamps, and mounting national debt.
employment support to people
with disabilities and other disadvantages. Other Goodwill
stores in the area may be found
From Front
in Mayfield. Lone Oak, and
the damage in the area."
Paducah.
Harper said managers are primain north-south road, The
oritizing the order of reopening
Trace, open in Kentucky.
South of the Kentucky- roads, with special consideration given to remaining cenieTennessee line, damage in the
tenes in the LBL and roads that
public
area was less. Several
From Front
winter-season facilities there are serve facilities that are to host
be warm during the middle of
open and the area remains open events with significant economnext week, he said.
to small game hunting, for ic influences on area communities.
While it is unlikely that
instance.
From walking down the aisle to raising a family to
planning for retirenr.ent.
Also high on the priority list is
severe weather will strike
The damage has U.S. Forest
reopening of the
North
again, Calloway
And many financial decisions come along the way.
County
Service officials considering
Information Station near Grand
Emergency
Management options of how to begin
clearing Rivers. Harper said the
But one of those decisions is simple. Call Mark
aim is to
Director Bill Call said that peo- and opening more
than 400 have the center
open by March
ple should be prepared for
miles of gravel forest roads in
Vinson at Heritage Solutions for ALL your
1.
emergencies throughout the the area. With
Forest Service
"We need that as a contact
year.
He
said households should
financial planning. Mark has the experience to
staffers hard-pressed to keep up
point for visitors so they can
always have enough food. with regular
maintenance, no find out exactly
provide you with the answers to your questions
what's going to
water and other supplies to be one thinks that
the regular be open and what's
not," Harper
self-suff
icient
for
at
least
three
employe
es of the area can clear
and the products to make your plans a reality.
said.
days. A house should have a roads and facilities
on their
And, even after the roads are
kerosene heater or some other own.
cleared and visitors return, rem210 N•yth 12th St • Murray, KY 42071 I 270.753.9034
heat source during the winter, a
• 866.507.6583
The damage means some
nants of the ice storm will
battery-operated radio, a flashattractions, such as popular
linger.
light and extra batteries. For campgrounds, facilities
and
"There's no way we're ever
people who use prescribed
roads that attract visitors in
going to be able to remove all
I !NI VEST M ENTS(CINSURANCE
medication, it is also important spring and summer may get
a the snags hanging in the
to keep enough on hand to last a
slower start this year.
All.Serarrtse• Throne Mono Cornalkn Capt.,(.a7
woods," Harper said. "People
Net FT)11- •••111•1-fa No bank p•aranfr•
few
days. Call said.
"The Canal Loop Trail, for are just
•,
federal gown n
•
going to have to be care-nab ,
.•,(1,45
"During the storm, it turned
instance, is just buried under ful
in the woods here for years
out to be more like five days, trees," Harper said. "Our staff
JTUAL FUNDS
to come. They're going to have
STOCKS &BONDS
DE, illint0401111WITIES
but generally. three will cover
person who went there could not to be
aware of what's overyou. he said
even hike around on it to assess head."
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J.P. Parker
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Clinton warns N. Korea on missile launch

J.P. Parker. 85, North 19th Street, Murray,
1)10 (AP,
Se•-1 L- 1.11
died today. Tuesday,
Feb. 17. 2009. at 241 a.m. in the emergen
cy /DOM of Murray- of State Hillary Rodham Clinton
('a
chg
alrliiewaof
y(
arr
'taiunri
ge
tymeHnitisspital. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in this morning warned North
Korea against following through
on a threatened missile launch.
saying it would damage its
Mrs. Jenna Rose Bucy
prospects for improved relations
Istis Jriii,, Rosc Bucy. 61, Gibbs Store
Road, Murray, died
with the United States and the
Sunday. Feb. IS. 2009. at 3 p.m. at Vanderbilt
Hospital. Nashville.
world.
Tenn. A member of Cherry Corner Baptist Church,
she had been
In Tokyo on her first trip
employed at Murray Wal-Mart Store for the past 12 years.
She wa.. abroad as America'
born April 24, 1947, in Detroit, Mich. Her father.
s top diploThomas R. Tripp, mat.
Clinton also stressed U.S.
preceded her in death.
commitment to Japan's security.
Survivors include her husband. Jimmy Dale Bucy: two
sons, signed a military
deal to advance
Richard Bucy and Curtis Bucy and wife. Amber. all
of Murray; two that and
underscored the imporgrandchildren, Blake Cox, Puryear, Tenn., and Thomas
Hunter tance of the alliance
Bucy, and her mother. Marjorie Lovett Tnpp.
by inviting
all of Murray. The Japanese
Prime Minister Taro
funeral will he Friday at 11 a.m, in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Aso to Washingt
on next week.
Funeral Home. Bro. Torn Mathis and Bro. Martin Severns
will offiAso, deeply unpopular at
ciate. Burial will follow in the Hicks Cemetery. Visitatio
n will be at home, will
be the first foreign
the funeral home after 4 p.m. Thursday.
leader to visit President Barack
Obama at the White House, and
John D. Calhoon
the Feb. 24 summit is a sign the
John D. C'alhoon, 85. Hazel, died Monday, Feb. 16, 2009.
at 9:21 world's two largest economi
es
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
know they have a special
A retired auto body repairman, he was of Baptist
faith. An Army veteran, he served from 1943 to 1946 responsibility to deal with the
in the 97th Division. the only division to serve in global financial crisis, Clinton
both Germany and Japan. Born March 16, 1923, in said.
After a full day of events.
Calloway County, he was the son of the late John
Christopher Calhoon and Gorden Rhoades Calhoon. including a visit to a Shinto
shrine, meetings with the for-also preceding him in death were one son, John Michael
Calhoon; eign and defense ministers, tea
one granddaughter, Christa Lena Calhoon: two brothers
Lonzo with Empress Michiko and a
Calhoon and Herbert Calhoon.
talk with students, Clinton had
Survivors include his wife, Mary Wilma Jones Calhoon
, to dinner with Aso and then met
whom he was married Nov. I, 1946, in Murray; one sister.
Dortha with opposition leader Ichiro
Dick. Murray; two grandchildren. Ray Eugene Calhoon and
wife.
Christy, and Johnna Dee Calhoon Johnson and husband, Marcus; Ozawa. the favorite to succeed
four great-grandchildren, Cory Blake Calhoon and Courtney Brook the prime minister should his
government fall.
A South Korean protester burns a portrait of the North
Calhoon, both of Louisiana, and Johnathan Michael Johnson
Korean leader Kim Jong II during a raffy
and
She had hoped to broaden against North Korea's recent
Summer Rune Johnson, both of Trenton. Tenn.; several nieces
military policy in Seoul, South Korea, this morning. Secreta
and U.S.-Asian relations to include
ry of
nephews.
State Hillary Rodham Clinton kicked off the official program
of her first overseas trip in Tokyo
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Blalock- climate change, clean energy visiting a Japanese cultural site and meeting
U.S. Embassy staff under the shadow of threatand the world's economic woes
Coleman & York Funeral Home. Rev, Kerry Lambert will
officiate. on her maiden overseas voyage. ening rhetoric from North Korea.
Burial will follow in the Elm Grove Cemetery. Visitation will
be at but North Korea and its increasthe funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Wednesday. Online condolen
ces ingly belligerent rhetoric toward to them and we are watching make one in the future." the officials.
may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
very closely." Clinton said, country's
official
Korean
its neighbors were clearly at the
Clinton said the United States
referring to the six-nation talks Central News Agency said
in an remained firmly committedato
top
of
her
agenda.
Mrs. Joe Ann Nanney
aimed at getting North Korea to English-language dispatch
. It the defense of its allies in the
Just before she arrived in
The funeral for Mrs. Joe Ann Nanney was Monday at I p.m.
abandon nuclear weapons.
was not clear if the dispatch was region. particularly Japan
in
id
the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Mark Thweatt Japan on Monday. North Korea
"If North Korea abides by the a response to Clinton's warnSouth Korea. She will visit
and Rev. Curtis Hanel officiated. Burial was in the Barnett used the 67th birthday of its obligations it has already ings.
leader Kim Jong II to claim it
South Korea. as well as China
Cemetery, Hardin.
entered into and verifiably and
Clinton also vowed to keep and Indonesia. during this trip.
has the right to "space developMrs. Nanney, 67, Hardin, died Saturday. Feb. 14, 2009, at 9:53
completely
eliminat
es
its up pressure on the North to
ment" - a term it has used in
Clinton and Nakasone signed
a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
nuclear program, then there will resolve Japan's concerns
about an agreement to reduce tensions
the past to disguise a long-range
A retired teacher of the Marshall County School System, she was
be a reciprocal response certain- the status • of Japanese
citizens caused by the presence of
missile test as a satellite launch.
a member of Olive Baptist Church. Preceding her in death were her
ly from the United States," she abducted by Pyongyang
in the troops on Japanese soil. Under
A
day
later.
Clinton.
without
parents. Carl Houser and Sarah Nell Copeland Houser, and one sissaid. "It is truly up to the North 1970s and '80s. She
met with the deal, which has been in the
prompting, told reporters at a
ter. Survivors include her husband, Ray Nanney, and one son. David
Koreans."
relatives of some abductees in a works for years, 8.000 Marines
news conference with Japanese
(Slim) Nanney, both of Hardin.
The U.S. response would private session at the
U.S. now stationed on the Japanese
Foreign Minister Hirofumi
include a chance to normalize Embassy to promise such
steps. island of Okinawa will .'bc
Nakasone that such a move
relations with the United States,
Douglas Kent Story
Many abductee families were moved to the U.S. Pacific terftwould jeopardize the Obama
formally ending the 1950-53 angered by the Bush administ
A memorial see'. ice lof Douglas Kent Story, was Monday at
ra- tory of Guam. There are 50.(110
2 administration's willingness to Korean
War
with a peace treaty tion's decision last year to
p.m. in the chapel of Barnett-Strother Funeral Home. Madisonville. work
American troops in Japan, about
for better ties with to
replace the current armistice, remove North Korea from
Ron Cavins officiated.
the 20.001) of them or. Okinawa....
Pyongyang.
as well as energy, financial and U.S. list of state sponsors of terExpressions of sympathy may be made to Hopkins County
"The possible missile launch
On the financial erMs.
humanitarian assistance for the rorism as an incentive in
Humane Society. Online condolences may be made at www.bar
the Clinton said the United States
- that North Korea is talking about
North Korean people.
nettstrothencom
nuclear talks without addressing and Japan had to work togethtir
would be very unhelpful in movLater Tuesday, North Korea their concerns.
Mr. Story, 45. Madisonville. died Saturday. Feb. 14, 2009, at 3:15 ing our relations
to formulate an adequa
hip forward," repeated
accusations
a.m. at Regional Medical Center, Madisonville.
that
At the meeting. representa- response. "It is a great responsishe said, adding that if
Washington intends to attack it tives of the families
He was a member of Sigma Chi fraternity and a Class A Member Pyongyang wants
presented bility that both Japan and thy
to end its iso- and warned
the U.S. of"destruc- Clinton with a !mei repeating
of GCAA-Superintendents of America. He was born May 25, 1963. lation it also
United States assume.- she stn.!.
has to fulfill unmet tionif
it
does
in Murray. Preceding him in death were his grandparents. Maurice denuclearization
so. Successive their disappointment with the
Nakasone agreed. "This is .p
pledges made U.S. administ
rations have said step and asked that the Obama global
and Jane Thurman and Ray and Cora Maybelle Story, and his father- during the Bush
financial and economi!c
administration. they have
no
intention
in-law, James D. Baldwin.
of
attackadministr
ation
put North Korea crisis and therefore all economiy
-The decision as to whether
ing.
Survivors include his wife. Patty Story; one son. Douglas (DJ) North Korea will
back on the list pending a reso- powers will need to cooperat
cooperate in
v
North Korea "has not made a lution to the abductee issue.
Kent Story Jr., Murray; his parents, Ira Lee and Bonnie Futrell the six-party
with each other and try tt,
talks, end provoca- concessi
on
despite threat and There was no immediate resolve
Story, Hopkinsville; two sisters. Lisa Beals, Oklahoma City, Okla., tive language and
the issue in a concerted
actions is up blackmail
from the U.S. nor will response to the letter from U.S. manner.and Lana Story, Nashville, Tenn.; one brother, David Story,
he said.
Houston. Texas; two nieces; three nephews

Justice Department GOP seeks to restore image of fiscal discipline
defends Bush secrets
WASHINGTON (AP) The documents sought in
Despite President Obama's these lawsuits "are in many
promise of more open govern- cases the documents that the
ment, the Justice Department is public most needs to see,"Jaffer
resisting pressure to release doc- said. "It makes no sense to say
uments the Bush administration that these documents are somekept secret about domestic wire- how exempt from President
tapping, data collection on trav- Obama's directives."
elers and U.S. citizens, and
Groups that advocate open
interrogation of suspected ter- government, civil liberties and
rorists.
privacy were overjoyed that
In half a dozen lawsuits, Obama on his first day in office
Justice lawyers are defending reversed the FOIA policy
Bush administration decisions to imposed by Bush's first attorney
withhold records from the pub- general. John Ashcroft. The
lic. They have opposed formal Bush Justice Department said it
motions or spurned out-of-court would use any legitimate legal
offers to merely delay these argument to defend withholding
cases until the new administra- records from the public. Obama
tion rewrites Freedom of pledged "an unprecedented level
Information Act guidelines and of openness in government" and
decides whether the new rules ordered new FOIA guidelines
might allow the public to see written with a "presumption in
more.
favor of disclosure."
In only one case has the
But Justice's actions in courts
Justice Department agreed to since then have cast doubt on
suspend a FOIA lawsuit until the how far the new administration
disputed documents can be re- will go.
evaluated under the yet-to-beIn a FOIA case seeking
written guidelines. That case access to the FBI's rules for
involves negotiations on an anti- using its Investigative Data
counterfeiting treaty. not the Warehouse - a computer datamore controversial, secret anti- base containing I billion searchterrorism tactics that spawned able
documents
about
the other lawsuits as well as Americans and foreigners Obama's promises of greater Justice lawyers told a district
openness.
court here Thursday. "It is not
"The signs in the last few clear that the new guidelines.
days are not entirely encourag- once issued, will be retrospecing," said Jameel Jailer. an attor- tive to FOIA requests that the
ney for the American Civil agency already has finished proLiberties Union, which filed cessing."
several lawsuits seeking the
They asked the court to rule
Bush administration's legal jus- instead that the FBI has done
tification for warrantless domes- enough by reviewing 878 pages,
tic wiretapping and for its treat- withholding 76 and releasing
ment of terrorism detainees.
some portions of 802.

WASHINGTON (AP) It carries both potential Republicans coalesced around
It was defeated.
Seeking political traction, opportunities and risks.
opposition to the plan.
In the Senate. Republicans
Republicans are using the ecoA message of fiscal discipline
Initially. Obama aggressively dropped out of bipartisan disnomic stimulus package to try to is a surefire energizer for
the and
personally
courted cussions as it became clear that
restore an image of fiscal disci- party's long dispirited conserva
- Republicans in hopes of biparti- the price tag would remain
in th,
pline tarnished by a free-spend- tive base. party faithful who will
san support. He signed off on ballpark of $t(X) billion. The
ing GOP Congress under former be critical foot soldiers for the
changes to the plan, like tax too, offered their own measure
President George W. Bush.
GOP's fundraising and organiz- breaks for small businesses,
in But it, too, went nowhere. ;el
The return to what many ing efforts in next year's
hopes of winning some GOP
In the end, Obama dropti
Republicans consider their midterm congressional elections
votes. But then Boehner got all his bipartisan talk and pus I
small-government, tax-cut roots and beyond.
House Republicans to oppose hard for a final approval
is driving unity in a party that
In normal times, it also can the original bill. Instead, they
without Republicans if nett;
now lacks power in the White be a relatively simple sell to votoffered an alternative measure.
House and in the Democratic- ers: Who doesn't want more
controlled House and Senate.
money in their pockets and less
Only three Republicans - in the government's hands?
Senate moderates - voted for
But once the economy turns
the $787 billion measure aimed around. Republicans could easiat pulling the country out of ly be cast as modern-day
recession. The rest assailed it as Herbert Hoovers who wanted to
InVestments Sint(' 1854-'
prices as of 9-a rn
filled with pet projects, too light do nothing -- even though the
on tax cuts, and too quickly GOP presented its own stimulus
Dos Jones Ind..Avg. ....7587.6 • 262.8
IRS)
pushed through Capitol Hill.
91 14 270
plans. which were heavier on tax
Air Products
It's "a long wish list of big cuts and lighter on government
g2.45 • 1.58
Intel
13.45. 0.43
government spending that won't spending. Republicans also
AT&T. Inc.
23.19. 1.00
Kroger
20.81.0.47
work. It won't create jobs. It leave themselves vulnerable to
till&T
14.37 - 0.96
Mattel 12.13. 0.08
won't stimulate this economy. criticism that tax cuts on the
Rank id America.....-.........4.97 • 11.60
Mclhinalth
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And it may do more harm than GOP's watch contributed to the
Rrigg.s & strattoo
13.88 - 0.57
Merck ...............
good." Rep. Mike Pence. R-Ind., recession. And they could invite
• 0.40
Bristol Slier% Squibb
21.42' 0.33
declared after opposing the bill. charges of hypocrisy, given that
iCITIMIn
17.96. 1.02
Caterpillar
.........._._ 29.2')- 1.65
Rep. Chris Van Hollen. D- government spending ballooned
J.C.
1529 • 11.411
Che$ron Texaco Corp ....6&90. 2.210
Md.. was quick to pounce, say- when Bush and his GOP were at
Peps'io, Inc
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ing, "It is sending an entirely the Mtn.
Daimler (Twister
28.7) -2.25
Pfizer. Inc
14.111- 0.48
wrong signal to the American
Dean Foods
Nevertheless,
19.66 - 0.41
House
Regions Financial
people to be banking on failure." Republican leader John Boehner
1 06 • 0.32
EtkonAlobil
71.75- 2.84
President Barack Mama of Ohio downplays any notion
Schering-Plough
1t3$ • 0.93
Ford Motor
1.67 - 0.09
plans to sign the legislation - of a political risk.
Sears Holding Corp
7,541. 1,49
General Electric
10.80. 0.65
an unprecedented blend of gov"Standing on principle and
rime V.arner
8.14
(;etteral
Motors
- 0.53
.2.16
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ernment spending and tax cuts doing the right things for the
S Bancorp
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-today in Colorado. His action right reasons, on behalf of your
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is sure to spark another round of constituents. will never get you
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111.57 • 1.21
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outcry from Republicans. The in trouble." he said.
Gooch ear
6.31. 0.59
1%al.Mart
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GOP's strategy of emphasizing
But Rep. Charlie Rangel, DNotified Rank'
8.90 It 11.211
its so-called bedrock principles N.Y.. predicted the GOP will be
- restrained spending, limited punished.
HILLIARD LYONS
government and deep tax cuts
"I really don't think that the
- comes as the party works to position that they've taken politrehabilitate itself after eight ically is good for the nation
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
years of Bush's leadership and and I think the nation will speak
Court Square I Murray, KY 4/071
rebound from back-to-back out against it." he said.
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elections that saw Republicans
As the legislation wound its
lose their grip on Congress and way through Congress and to
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CCMS advances in academic
team tournament, heads to state
Special to the Ledger
C4110\4,1> County Middle
School was named Champions
at the Region 1 KAAC
Governor's Cup Competition.

'he tournament was hosted at
Livingston County Middle
School with 17 other schools
competing. Besides winning top

honors at the academic competition, the Lakers were chosen as
the recipient of the Hume
Sportsmanship Award. This
award is voted on by representatives from each competing
school.
In Quick Recall. the Lakers
went undefeated. Team members are Aaron Collie. Bailey
Futrell.
Simon
Mikulcik.
Landon Fike. Mark Tyler,
Robert Pruitt. Cody Bergman.
Hudson Elliott, and Nate
Clause.
In written assessments, six different Lakers placed to compete
at the state tournament. In
Science. Landon Fike was top
finisher and Simon Mikulcik
placed third. In Fine Arts, Mark
Tyler placed first. Cody.
Photo provided
Bergman was third. and Hudson STUDENT/FACULTY GAME: Social Studies teacher Mark English dribbles past eighth grade
Elliott finished fifth. The Lakers student Bailey Futrell during a students versus faculty basketball game at Calloway County
Photo provided
STUDENT OF THE WEEK: This weeks Century 21 Loretta took the top three spots in Middle School.
Jobs Realtors Student of the Week is Bethany Harrell of Mathematics. Simon Mikulcik
Eastwood Chnstian Academy
was 1st, Landon Fike finished
second, and Justin Murdock was
third.
The Future Problem Solving
placed third in the Region. Team
members are Nate Maxwell.
Keisha On. Kathryn Tucker.
Rosa Kim, Megan Harper, and
Heather Miller.
In overall points, the Lakers
finished with 40 team points for
first place. Finishing out the top
four school were Graves County
Middle School, Heath Middle
School, and South Marshall
Middle School.
The Lakers placed first at district tournament and went undefeated in regular season quick
recall Way. The KAAC state
Photo Provided
FRED AWARD: Dan Hudson, technology teacher at Murray tournament will
be held the
Middle School. was given the Fred Award during a recent facweekend of March 14 in
ulty meeting
1.outsville. KY.
Phc
,Aeci
PRESSURE CHECK: Emily Thorne takes Collin
Horwood's blood pressure in Dana
Stonecipher's Advanced Health and Wetness class at
Calloway County High School. The students have been studying Heart Disease, the number one
cause of death

Photo Provided

BOOSTER SHOTS: Nurse Laura Vincent, from the Health Departm
ent gives a tetanus booster to Lauren Edminster, fifth grade student at Murray Middle School.
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KYSER LOUGHtedger & Times
VALENTINES CRAFTS: Tanner Hall. Miah Wilkins Angelic
Toliver and Jadyr, Adams show off
valentines they made in class at Murray Elementary
School.
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Photo provided
HUMANE SOCIETY DONATION: Marianne Scott's sixth
grade teen leadership class collected money to purchase a dog house and food
for the Calloway County Humane
Society. Pictured with the students are two pet
therapy volunteers with their
dogs. Honey
& Clifford
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Upcoming Spring Career
Fair scheduled March 4

jo.barkartaemarrayled ger.co m

Registration
to be held in
March,April

Murray State t nisersity Career Services Office
will sponsor the upcoming Spring Career Fair on V4dnesda
y, March
4, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on the third
floor of the Curris Center. This event is exclusively held for
%ISL. students
and alumni seeking internships/coops or
potential employ ment opportunities.
Professional dress is required and bring several
copies
of resumes. Businesses/Employers may still
register at
http://experience.com/em/cfdetails?fhnd=3258. For additional
information contact Regina Hudspeth at 8092907 or regina.hudspeth(q murraystate.edu.

>rovided
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The
Calloway
CountyPreschool/Head Start and Early
Head Start will be holding registration for children birth to four
who are interested in attending
school during the 2009-2010
school year. The education program focuses on the physical,
intellectual, social and emotionUDC Chapter will meet
al development of children with
J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy will meet Wednesactivities that are developmenday at 1:30 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
tally appropriate.
Children eligible for the in
County Public Library. Theresa Jones, Dive,ion UDC president, will be special guest.
school program must be three or
four by Oct. I. 2009 and qualify
Frances Spillman. president, urges all memaccording to income guidelines.
bers and visitors to attend. For information
Jo's
Children with disabilities qualiDatebook call 435-4130.
fy regardless of income.
By Jo Burkeen
Registration will be held
Works 4-H Club to meet
Community
Friday. March 6 from 8 a.m.
Calloway County Middle School Works
Editor
until 2 p.m.. Thursday. March
4-H Club will meet Wednesday after school
26 from 2:45 tol 5:45 p.m., and
in the cafeteria. Senior 4-H members will give a demonstra
Friday. April 10 from 8 am. to
tion or speech.
Photo provided
2:00 p.m. at the Calloway.
CELEBRATING CHINESE NEW YEAR: Katherine Robinson, mother
of Lauren Robinson,P2 County Preschool, 2I06-A
4-H Shotgun Team to meet
student in Shannon Chile's class at Murray Elementary, brought
a few Chinese visitors and College Farm Road, Murray.
4-H Shotgun Team will meet Wednesday at 6 p.m. at the family members along with
her as well as several treats to celebrate the Chinese New
Year; The registration will be for all
WOW building off North 4th Street. All interested youth are the
year of the Ox. The children were able to sample Chinese noodles
with chopsticks, prac- children in Calloway County.
welcome but must be accompanied by a parent to attend.
tice their yo-yo skills with a Chinese yo-yo, learn the lion dance, make
Families are asked to attend
paper lanterns, view
actual photos of China and the highlight of the visit was making
the sound of their own fire- registration on March 6. March
Tiger Booster Club to meet
works by stomping on bubble wrap.
26. or April 10. For an appointMurray Tiger Booster Club will meet Wednesday at 5:30
ment call the Preschool Head
p.m. at Murray High School. All coaches, sports representaStart office at 270-762-7410.
tives, parents and other interested persons are encouraged to
Families need to bring the folattend.
lowing to registration: the
child's certified birth certificate,
Relay for Life plans promotion
proof of family income for 2008
Murray Bank Relay for Life team will have a rebate day
or the last 12 months(tax forms,.
at Sirloin Stockade on Wednesday. Customers are asked to tell
pay stubs with year to date, or
the cashier they are there for the team.
Dr. Ken Carstens. an adjunct
develop a large Fort Jefferson letter from employers. verifica- •
professor of history and profesPark and interpretive center tion of child support, K-TAP,
kRELA Group will meet
sor emeritus of anthropology
with associated nature/historic SSI and/or Social Security), •
The Western Kentucky Real Estate Investment Association and archaeology at Murray State
insurance card or medical card,
trails in Ballard county.
will have Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the Barkley room of Mur- University, was notified recently
His research has been sup- social security card for the child.
ray State University Curris Center. The group will hear nation- he had been awarded the
ported by grants from the and a copy of custody papers (if
ally-known speaker Alan Cowgill via webinar and the topic Distinguished
Lifetime
National Endowment for the applicable). Children do need to
will be "Private Money Lending." The meeting is open to the Achievement Award from the
this
registration.
Humanities, the
National attend
public. For more information call Greg Taylor at 761-4289 or Kentucky Historical Society.
Children will complete a develScience
Foundati
on,
the
by e-mail at wkreia@gmail.com.
Dr. Carstens joined the MSU
National Geographic Society. opmental screening while parfaculty in 1978 and directed the
the
Northwest
Territorial ents are completing registration
on-campus anthropology and
Stroke-Brain group to meet
Alliance, private contributors, packet.
Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet Thurs- archaeology program until his
For more information, telethe Kentucky Heritage Council,
day at 5:30 p.m. in the classroom of Murray-Calloway Coun- retirement in 2007. Throughout
and Murray State University's phone 270-762-7410.
ty Hospital Center for Health & Wellness. Eddie Reynolds, that time. Carstens received
CISR program. the MSU
Advocacy Trainer of Brain Injury Association of Kentucky will numerous teaching recognition
Federal Work-Study Program,
be the speaker. All interested persons are invited. For infor- awards, chaired many signifithe former departments of
cant committees on campus. and
mation contact Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.
Soc/Anthro/S wk. GSC, the
conducted many research grants
College of Humanities and Fine
and
the
MSU
contract
archaeolHome Department to meet
Arts, the College of Science
Home Department will meet Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at the ogy program.
Engineering and Technology.
Dr.
Ken
Carsten
s
He published nine books and
home of Judy Stahler.
the MSU offices of the President
is currently under contract, and
fle's helped make several and the Provost,
and currently.
is
working
national
on
another,
films
for
six
WGBH/No
va, the MSU Department of History
TOPS Chapter will meet
The Gentry House Homeless
books. He has written and pre- nearly dying in 1993 in a serious
and Dean of Humanities and Shelter, House Domestic Crisis
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly I Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library. sented more than 220 technical cave accident. His archeologi- Fine Arts.
Center. and Merryman House,
For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or and conference papers. and has cal and historical research at
Hundreds of MSU underall
of Murray. are partnering up
published
an
Mammoth
additional
80
Cave
peerNational
Park graduate and graduate students
210-4173.
reviewed journal articles, book and his archival and archaeologthroughout the Carstens last 31 and asking for help with items
reviews, and encyclopedic ical research into George Rogers
years at MSU have received needed to assist clients that have
CC HS conferences Tuesday
entries.
Clark's Fort Jefferson, the first field, laboratory
, and archival been misplaced from their perCalloway County High School Parent-Teacher Conferences
A prolific professional writer. Anglo-settlement in western research
experience and training manent homes. Many of these
will be today (Tuesday) from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m. at the school. Carstens
served on the board of Kentucky, and his involvement while participat
ing with the Fort individuals have children.
No appointments are necessary.
directors of the Kentucky with historic site preservation. Jefferson
research project. His
Current items need are kitchen
Academy of Sciences (KAS). the listing of archaeological and recogniti
on by the Kentucky trash bags. toilet paper. paper
GOOd Life plans trip
chaired the anthropology divi- historical sites on the National Historical
Society is. as he says,
The Murray Bank Good Life will be traveling to the South- sion of the KAS and served as Register of Historic Places,
his "a direct result of the dedication towels, shampoo and conditionern Women's Show in Nashylle. Tenn.. on Saturday. April 2. recording secretary for the field studies at the
Civil War site and high caliber of the MSU stu- er, dish soap, laundry detergent,
The day will consist of shopping, food shows, makeovers, board of directors for the KAS. of Fort Smith/Star,
his board dent, and MSU's administrative bleach, cleaning supplies, towmassages and much more. If you would like to travel with He has also published in the membership on the
Kentucky support of that student-based els, washcloths, kitchen linens,
the Good Life contact Brenda Sykes at 767-3338 or e-mail Journal of the Kentucky Heritage Council. his
advising research."
pot holders, alarm clocks and
bsykes@themurraybank.com.
Academy of Sciences. He has the board of directors of Locust
The award and recognition old cell phones. Items may be
held all offices in the MSU Grove Historic Home in Carstens
has received is both an taken to their office at 629
Music Department will meet Chapter of Sigma Xi. the Louisville, and many other hishonor for him and for MSU and Broad St.. Ext.. between the
Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet National Research Society of torical and archaeological pro- is, therefore, a shared honor
hours of 8 a.m. and noon.
tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at the club house. The program North America. is a "full mem- fessional studies were singularly
will feature a Murray State Jazz Band directed by Todd Hill. ber" of the internationally rec- paramount for his being recog- with former colleagues and stu- Monday through Thursday.
dents who have worked on variHostesses will be Joanne Cavitt, Virginia Randolph. Linda Scott ognized
Both offices are United Way
Cave
Research nized for the KHS lifetime ous historical and archaeolo
gi- agencies
and Oneida White.
Foundation, and was among a achievement award in Kentucky cal research
and located in the
projects with him.
select few archaeologists in history.
Dr. Carstens will receive the same building.
North America to apply aerial
Lodge 138 will meet
Carstens' regularly serves as award from the KHS
For more information call
in March
Woodmen of World Lodge 138 will meet tonight (Tuesday) and terrestrial remote sensing a grant proposal reader for in Frankfort.
761-6802 or 759-2373.
.
at 6 p.m. at Ryan's Steak House. Planning for Join Hands Day techniques to locate buried NEM. His Fort Jefferson
will be discussed.
archeological sites before it research project is regarded as a
became fashionable to do so model study by individuals
through his early association interested in the American
TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet today (Tuesday) at 5 with MSU's Mid-America Revolution in the West, and he
is now in the process of helping
p.m. at First Christian Church fellowship hall, 1 1 1 North Fifth Remote sensing Center.
St. Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30 p.m. For information call
r
Johna at 227-9521.
INN MINI MI 1111111 IMM
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Dr. Carstens receives distinguished
Lifetime Achievement Award
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A CUT ABOVE' welcomes

Lepanto Steak House

Bingo planned Tuesday
Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo Tuesday at 6:30 p.m.
at the KC hall on Squire Road. Murray. The public is invit-

Paris, TN

Lunch Buffet

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m.
in the annex of the Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at 489-2909 or Mary Beth at 436-5116.

Monday-Friday
11 a.m.-4 p.m.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday

Sunday All Day

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the rear door located near the
playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem
of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend

Special
8 oz. Ribeye w/Salad
& Dessert Bar

Methodist UMW requests help
United Methodist Women of First United Methodist Church
of Murray is needing some sewers to complete the dresses and
shorts for the children of Central American to be taken by
the mission team. Due to the ice storm, the UMW was not
able to complete all of them. Cut out dresses and shorts may
be picked up in the UMR room of the church. For more information contact Paula Hulick at 753-0323.

$7.49*

'Drinks not included
OFFER ONLY VALID WITII

L
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Jennifer
Reed
Specializing in
Haircuts, Color,
Perms & Highlights, Wax,
Pedicures & Manicures
- Tuesday through Friday & Saturday by Appt.

1305 E. Wood Street, Paris, TN

767-0098

(731)641-1791

1617 Hwy. 121 N. Bypass, Murray
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$3.35 per column inch e‘tra for SiondaN (Shopping Guide)
Aie6i
$8.25 First Day -20 words of less - User 20 words 5.51) each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
3.35 extra for Smart Saver (Mon. Classified,. into Smart Saver)
pb , V-ter 'Ti

la

is the 'light to
\

1111

retect or edit any subow,-.

\

I

I-

!N.\

Mon.1 p.m.

Wednesday

IV.5 p.rit

TNrsday

Wed. 1 p.m.

Friday

Thur. 11 am,

Satirday

Thur. 1 p.m.

1

rOlt

320

360
Storage Rentals

Apsranene For Rost
STATEMENT OF INCOME IN
EXCESS OF LIMITATIONS
WILLIAM E. MARCUM,SHERIFF
CALLOWAY COUNTY. KENTUCK
Y
FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2008

Income-Receipt.

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR

$1,303,105 05

Income r Before allowing for
Sheriff's compensation)

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

4-1-09 To

31,420,067 48

Expenses
Net

12-1-09 KY *0373429
Gary Brame Kirksey, KY (20 Openings)
4-1-09 To 12-1-09 KY *0372915
J. Carson Farms. Murray. KY (10 Openings)
Billy D. Smith 3-25-0910 12-20-09 kys037306
7
Murray, KY (8 openings)
tobacco.Farm Laborer Wage $7 2538 00 hr 3:4
con-

1505 Dtuguid

$116,962 63
481.070 01

Net Income In Excess of Limitations .$35,892.62
Payable to Calloway County Treasurer)

Drive • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

tract hours guaranteed

Sherfrs Compensation

all toois and equip at no
charge Housing provided for those beyond commong
at nO COSI Transportation and subsistence pay. alter
50', of contract compteted Transport daily to worksite
Apply Mr this lob at the nearest office ot state work.
force agency in this state Using lob order numbers
above with a copy of this advertisement

BEAcN

ISTORAGie I

11111111A
11
All Size Units - Climate Cont I
24/7 SGrvelliance • Electricity
812 Whitneli Ave.

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m..5
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

753-3853

Statement of Operations

Activity Director
certification anctor experience. Must love
working win, elderly, computer literate, high
energy and creative. Apply in person
at Fern Terrace
EOE

Prefer
Deputies

.3736.310.11
.6120 460 34

Dispatch

$856.770.45
Other Expenses

Social Security
Equipment Expense
Vehicle Expense
Civil Process

876,176 05

More Expense

$21.122 94
$11.360.00

Travel & Training

311,751.33

State Repayment

8213.000.00
$446.334 60

Disbursements

31.303.105 05

STATEMENT OF INCOME
and Fees' Tax Collection 3489,863 59

Fee Claims

$110,212 14

Advancements State I

3213.000 00

Contributions

880S824.320
$403.212 14

Other

Receipts

Federal Grants
Klefpf

$26.190.98
$47.833.36

Shenfrei Security

$25,657.13

FineaFees Collected

$2173799

Misr

339.649 13

Delinquent Tax
Schrsil Security

$7,028 72
$62.599.29

Auto I nspectiotui

317.195 00

Dispatch Reimbursement

Serving

$130,000 00

Papers

$68,680 00

(TOW

34.012.00

S S Matching Fund
Transporting

$71,581.13
.33.450.08

interest

4.9.711.1
8526.991.95

Dross Receipts

31.420.067 68

020

L

Wice

GET THIS 'XI
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
FAYES
Custom Embroidery
IL Sertlen OrMstMil
'NSWtOc$loet'
Ilbiril121
*Otis Pk

Help Wonted

THE Murray Ledger &
Times

considers

FEMALE looking for
roommate, $300,mo
1/2 utilities 978-2848
050

Lost and Found
FOUND.
Around
Backusburg Rd. area.
Black, tan & white, 6
mo old, female dog.
Looking for owner Call
293-7030
between
Bam-10pm
FOUND pair of racing
boots at a local car
wash Call to describe
753-6337
FOUND: Seven horses found on Howard
Road in Calloway
County. There are
three (3) black adult
geldings. one (1) white
adult gelding, one (1)
white yearling, and two
(2) miniature ponies
To claim your animals
or if anyone should
have knowledge of the
owner or who witnessed the release of
these animals, please
contact Mark Arneson,
Calloway County
Animal Control Officer
at (270)753-1101

its

reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
sources

DELIVERY DRIVER
and TANKSETTER
Can.:may Co Propane Gas
in Murray has an opening
tor a iocai propane delivery
boOtruck driver and tank
set-installer Must have a

C01-11aziklat *Tanker
E4cellent Day wear Decor
ms Please caii 753-7485
or loll hese 101 Warren at
1-800-8744427 mit 14201
email turn al
wvanveyck upga, hoer-

DISCLAIMER
When .ituCuqnF

tireat

the

tom
on i‘ur
wcbpage ai
inurray ledger corn.
,ou will he redireited
to mbnetsork uom
help santed-

subscribe to the
mtHltAl

LEDGER&TIMES

By default.
Mona% and local pi.
listing, sill

Home Delivery
Local Mail
3 mo.
.$30.$0
3 moo.
$35.00
6 mo. ......
$63.00
1 yr.
-3105.00 6.o.
I yr. -_ $110.130

appear or)

this a...1,1Tc
et a,a minimal
nol all liming,
in the mbnctwork (0111

arc plated

& Busk-elm.

3 mu

$70.50
490.00
$120.00

6 mo.
1 yr
I Check

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 am
$75.00
6 me.
$96.00
1 yr.
$145.00

Money Order

Visa

I St Addres,
City
Zip

Daytime, Ph

Mail this coupon with payment to

1

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
fir all 12701 753-1916

11,11 you has,. An,
-

Mc M111141
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1111g,
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GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the fol•
lowing position LPN
Full time. 6a-2p
Anyone interested ir
becoming part of our
team may apply in
person at Green Ar.
Health Care. 4(
Farthing St

a

LOCAL restaurant
wants experienced
Southern Style/Grill
Cook Prefer at least
one year experience
for fast paced environment (270)205-7391
Ask for Manager

Dorms& 4 Mem
A Woman's Touch
Light fixtures to baseboards.
Complete
cleaning
25 years
experience Call Sue
270-436-2216.
No time for routine
housekeeping or deep
cleaning' Call me
(270)227-6535

KY 42066

Ma

Water, sewer. trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

HOUSECLEANING
270-293-5806

1 50

ArticMs
For Sete

LARGE
SELECTION
WARD ELKINS

(270) 753-1713

MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
401 Maple St.
We sell new &
used furniture at
great deals
(270) 761-7653

140
Wait to etly

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods 519S 12th.
Murray

WANT 'II) 111
JUNK CARS
•WIR Wick-op

r

*1111

P

753-5500
USED motor oll pick,ip Drum exchange
270-436-2215
WANT to buy. Good
used treadmill Call

150

Articles
For Sale

GOVERNMENT Loans
Available.
See if you can qualify
for more house
for lower payments
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
731-584-9429

2 BR 1BA on 1 acre lot
Very clean, yard mowing included No pets
References required
$325 monthly plus
deposit 270-978-4533.
270-623-6314

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Or
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-848-6056

Broker/Auctioneer

1E1Reel Estate
N1lirr4, i edger ik limes I atr
Housing Act Notice
. real estate adierteed herein
.obiect to the Federal Fair
Hou,
ing Act shich make, it
illegal ru adverts., an% preference. limitahon or ditimminahowl based on race Mite, religion. Ws. handicap, familial 'to
(us ri national origin. ie intention to make 411, such pnierewe
,
. limitation
,or dismminahon

State law,rortild discrirrunation
in the ,ale, rental or adyernsing
ot real itiaate based on (actors In
addition to those protected
under federal las
is,'
knoivingt aCiept ani
ads ottang tor real e.tate which
I. not in sio.ation or the las All
iseesin, art. herehs 'Wormed

NICE 2 BR. no pets
753-9866

TOWNHOUSES
for
rent 3 & 4 BR 2 5 BA.
refrigerator.
oven
stove. washer & dryer
included. Close Ii,.
Murray State $630
$840 a month Firs,
month 1/2 off Call
270-348-0458

1 BR apt various loa
cations Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898

Rooms for rent $250
nclucles utilities cable
nternet
No
pets.
smoke free 759-4335
for into.

J&I. RENTALS

TOP quality
consignment furniture.
accessories and
antiques
Reed Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361

-OWNER FinanceNo credit check
Singlewide
private
country setting close to
lake 213 Primiose.
New Concord, KY
$34 900 .
$1,500
down Call Ruthie
270-753-2222
16X80 LIKE NEW
$16500
Including Deliver/Set
AC/Hookup
Call (731(584-942910
see it

SINGER sewing
machine in cabinet
with instructions
r •
"'

28X60 DOUBLE wide,
Very high end home
Low end price, less
than 850.000
Cali 731-584-9429 if
interested

YOUR AD COULD
BE HERE FOR
575.00 A MONTH
753.e I

4BR. 2BA 2001
Fleetwood home on
3/4 acre 10 miles
north of Murray 1 mile
in Hwy 641 $52900
financing available
270-791-9792

1 OR 2br ants near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109
1BR & 2BR apartments
available Great location 1 year lease. 1
month deposit, no pets
753-2905
2 BORM Apt Close to
MSU First month
FREE includes washer/dryer and partial
utilities Deposit &
Credit Reqd 9781123 for into
2 BR, 2 BA, no pets
406 Bomb! Cl North
270-841-5653
270-376-2746
2BR duplex. nice.
C/HIA, appliances furnished Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR Townhouse. WI)
included $475 00fmo
1BR. 1BA on Brooklyn
Dr $315 00/mo
Please Cali 753-7559
3 BR house, w/d
C/H/A $500 1-2-3 BR
Apt 753-0606
4 BR. 2 BA. all appliances Move in free
days Coleman RE
753 9898
HAZEL New one bedroom Appliances.
water sewer, trash
electric included
$550/mo
(270)492-8211
LARGE 38R apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus. C.'H/A. WAD,
$600- 2 people. $6753 people, water
sewage & trash fur
nished no pets
(2701293-3710
LIKE new. IBA at'
appliances.
1
Brooklyn Dr 270-55'd9080 or leave message

2 BR. very
Coleman RE
753-9898

4BR, IBA adjacent to
$700fmo plus
deposit 436-5085
BEAUTIFUL 3br, 2ba.
2 car garage. all appli.
ances including built in
microwave. wird large
fenced
back
yard
Located in small golf
course
community
Available Feb 16th
$900 per month
759-5885. 293-7085
SMALL 3BR. IBA
Only 3rni from town on
94E $500/moo utilities Must have references
Serious
inquiries only
270-293-3572

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
Alinistorage
All shes to
lit your needs
Located t”
roggs radio •talion

7544) 59 759-9854
MINI
WAREHOUSE
10x19 10x24
Ask about
Our specials
153-3119
and
presently

units available
75'3-2905

4.

- 1• •

I e,

7205. 41H ST.
Confer of 121 5. & idendate.
IOXIO $25

1%15 $40
12701436-2524
07111 2934906

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
.Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
Ale rent U-Hauls

Homes For Sale
-OWNER
Financing- No
Credit Check
38R. 'IBA, hardwood
floors. 223 East Main
Puryeat Tenn
544.900 51.500 do,"
Call Rothe
(270)753-2222
BENTON Country
Club
new construction
3BR 28A www
whitestonecontractors
com 703 7308

Commerical Prop For Rent
OFFICE or retail space
available Prime loca
lion 753-2905
20' 14P0

New 2-4
Bedroom homes
in Riverfield
Estates.
Matt Jennings
293-7872

nice

313R, 2BA. Hardwood
floors, newly remodeled 701 Broad St
$500 month, no pets.
293-3710

01,201,

her, I

MINI-STORAGE

Rooms For Ras

WILL set with elderly or
clean your home 7539084 or 479-559-8276

MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs'Upgrades
759.3556

t',

For rurther auuistanCe with Fair
Hou--lrls ;di ertiun, requ:re

SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
models
including
Sony's
Best
XBR
series. On display for
free delivery & set-up,
custom
surround
sound installation also
available Guaranteed
lowest prices. locally
owned and operated.
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action
Murray
Telephone
Electronics, Inc.. corner of 8th and Arcadia.
(270)753-7567.

USED APPLIANCES
No time for routine
housekeeping or deep
cleaning" Call me
(270)227-6535

1 753-2905

(2z
a
lS.RE
...
.L
T0fh
553
7"
:
ESTATE
.C.
12
AUCTION
.

that all dot'lling,adserh•rd ars
aNai:atik• on an equal (ippon,nth bast.

HOME cleaning services 227-7129

227-8721
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

Mit

Nam,

I State

7k Time, Please

que,hon

HICKORY Woods
now hiring Resident
Assistant. Midnight
shift 11.00pm-7 00am,
full or part-time
Excellent benefits
Call for interview.
759-8700

thrisigh

the Murray ledger

Rest of KY/1N

Specializing in newly built
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments

$62500

Ordinance #00815B

County

060

$3.010.13

We have new storage units
located behind
Murray Business Center
On North 12th
With Interior Lights.

www.murraykyspartmeots.com
270-767-9111

$6607301,

$43.216.09

Postage

Commission

fn.111.re

Toes*

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916
ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monda
y-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

010

Total

fn.11a.m.

Sul Saw

ha,

(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737
5.900 Sq. Ft.
building for lease
and 7 COMM.
billiard tables
60
(i -70. ofT

978-0742
Retail Store in Hazel
2500 SF r,"- plus 960
SF porch
Really nice. Great for
antiques restaurant,
retail. etc
270-492-8211
Small offices and office
suites
available
Adjacent to MSU $200
and up Inducting utilities
restrooms
kitchen
conference
room & more Century
21 Barger RE
270-247-2421

NICE 380R 2BA Br"'
home on 7-acres
5155.000 more info at
www owners com/wtw
'832 or753-2761

We Buy
Houses!
Fast Cash Offer
Stop Foreclosure
761-HOME
761HOME.COM
470
Motorcycles & ATV s
Suzuki GSF 500. runs
great,
low
miles
81.450 obo 227-1118
227-7085
480
Auto Pets

USED TIRES
AKC registered Husky
puppies $500
27(1-226.9507
DOG Obedience
436-2858

149111.16 etith
Starting RA $U
mounted '*

Coll 753-5604

TREEING Feist pup[Sport Utility vehicles
pies 6wks old Great
puppies/squirrel dogs
$75 270-293 9966
996 Chevy Blazer
4WD. 2DR. auto, very
YORKIE
puppies
good condition. $2,500
icipo
•
AK(

lit Oat

vitu•sifirli
733-19_1(9
It litH' ad?. kir.. pip-fed
fl -our telistti for.frerot
Cliii

mu-.
Murray Ledger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS
WWII veterans share accounts with younger generations
Ky — It

llsesday, February 17,2869•7

400
Usad Cars

P,1(

Sarnais Clmoyma

-i 2005 Silver
v y impala 89.000
$7,500 See
Ilth St

Grand -am
102.000rni, excellent
condition $4,500
978-6n93 for de'
l'•,ntrac

PADUCAH,
has been
more than 60 years since the end
of the second World War.
However, many veterans who
served have yet to forget the
story and the sacrifices made by
young men and women of the

p

r—ici-TU EXC.016411141., kW

.if ackhoe•iiiiietorre .Nttat

'987

112

Sirtices'

pp rtifide. 6 D4iV4111111400
'' Llinitn9
•Srepte: Systat9
18 ii
-..,

United States during the 1940s.
Today, there are few opportunities for younger generations to
hear first hand accounts by
WWII veterans. Thanks to the
generous support of donors in
the community, citizens will
have the opportunity to hear two
notable WWII Navy veterans,
James C. Barnhill and Bill
Norberg, as they speak about

We tiolivai
%vat*. Mita

94 Lincoln —Towr, i-CI,
leather. $900 obo,
270-978-9454

"ova. droa.

94 Nissan
Infiniti,
leather options, runs

great. 82,100 obo.
978-7381
1985 Chevrolet Impala
Gray 4/door.
Runs:drives. $99900
OBO 270-492-8211.

Vans
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their service during the war at
wobw.
Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal
*Trees shaped, trimmed or removed
'Stump Removal •All modem epguipment
*24 hour emergency service 'licensed & Insured

The Carson Center on Sunday,
Feb. 22, at 3 p.m.
During the war. Barnhill and
Norberg served on the USS
Enterprise, the most decorated

ship of WWII. The battleship
engaged in 20 of the 22 battles
in the Pacific and received such
honors as the Presidential Unit
Citation,
the
Navy
Unit
Commendation, the Philippine
Presidential Unit Citation, and
was the first foreign ship to be
presented with the Admiralty
Pennant from Great Britain.
Barnhill and Norberg served
as key members of the USS
Enterprise crew and will talk to
audiences about their time on

the ship and their experiences
during the war. Both men were
recently featured in a documentary produced by The History
Channel called Battle 360.
Barnhill worked in a variety of
positions during his time of
service, including assistant photographer on battle stations. One
senes of his photographs were
featured in Life Magazine.
Barnhill went on to serve as an
alternate photographer for both
Presidents
Truman
and
Eisenhower. During his service
on The Enterprise. Barnhill
earned 15 of the 22 battle stars
available for his service during
the Pacific campaign. He retired

from the Navy in 1983 with 30
years of service and lives with
his wife. Venita. in Texas.
Norberg served on the ship as
a Damage Control Officer. His
job was to assess damage and
loss of life during the battles.
His job was to provide an
assessment of when operations
would be running at full speed.
Norberg now lives with his wife.
Opal. in North Carolina.
The event is free to the public
and is sponsored in part by
Pepsi, Western Baptist and Ken
Wheeler. For information, contact Chuck Tate at ctatetitthecarsoncenterorg or call 270-4439932, ext. 262.

Honor Roll
Calloway County Middle
School has released the honor
roll for the first semester of
school as follows:

Edward Palmer. Matt Allen
Parrish*,
James
Caleb
Paschall*,
Jonathan
Kirby
Paschall, Jared Dane Phillips,
Shayla Dawn Phillips, Ian
Keith Postlethwait, Danielle M.
Potts. Kalynn Anne Presnell,

Long, Darien Brooke Maness*, Greer*, Cullen Matthew Griffin.
Courtney Elizabeth Martin*, Carmen Jean Grimes. Victoria
Jacob Raymond Martin, Patrick Elizabeth Hahs, Kaylan Ree
Ron Frame Jr.
Garrett Martin, Tristan Elias Hall•, Arista Marie Harper.
• denotes all A's
Res: 270-474-0323•Cell: 270-227-3140
McCallister, Morgan Lynn Megan Laurel Harper*, Ashley
6th grade
'No fob is complete until customer
McCoy,
Michael
Daniel Nicole Harpole*, Halley Brooke
,fied
Johanna Darnall Adams*.
McGee*.
Roger
Michael Harrison*, Benjamin Wade
Courtney
LcAnn
Adams, Steven Lee Quast, Tristan Laken McIntosh, Amber Lynne Miller.
Hartline, Alyssa
Danielle
2000 black Silveraclo
Kaytlynn Marie Adams, Aaron Ramsey. Julianne
Alexis Haley Renee Morton, Sydney Hayden*, MaKenzie Blake
Express 1 est Removal
pick up Lots of custom
Anthony Allen, Austin Joseph Revell*, Chase
Nathanie
l
Marie
Murphy,
Katie Louise Held, Adrian Elaine Herndon*.
fiy
: work $9,500
Anderson. Hunter Alan Bailey*, Rogers*, Cohen Bogard Rogers,
West K1 Lawistspes
Nelhoff. Marco Reece O'Bryan, Gabrielle Nicole Hill, Faith
759 1854
Marlee
Rose
Barrett*,
Raegen
Morgan
Gail
Rudolph
2174414
, Hannah Courtney Leighann Outland, Nicole Hooper*, Malik
R.
Lindsey Beane, Dayna Raeanne Noelle Ryan, Gabriel Mason
Ditspowl era!
Amber Lynn Parker*, Justen Idlette, Kaylee Anne Ingram,
, 270 221-3574
Bennett.
Deanna
Nicole Shoemaker.
Kerry hr.:.
Lauren
Rae Dean Pollock, Jola D. Pool, Austin Chandler Jackson,
Bennett, Joshua Michael Bens*, Simmons*, Hayden Alan Smith,
irivrahoustonsimtnameam
Reasonable Rates.
Devyn Brooke Poston, Robert F. Johnathon Edward Jones. Rosa
Holly Ann Bland, William Jonathon
Hunter
Smith*, Pruitt', Kailey Ann Ray, Nathan Kim*, Jeffrey Paul Wayne
L&AC-- - •
Edward Bloemer, Brandon Lynn Shayna Alexis Smith, Clay
ELECTRICIAN
LIMB 8 tree problems?
Daniel Rister, Erica Beth Krauss, Laken Nicole Lee*,
LAWN -SEItliflO
Construction,
Smotherman*, Koby Orion Rogers, Erica Marie Rogers, Destinie
15yrs. service. Senior Bogard, Brooklyn Almyra Marie
Rose Lincoln, Arista
:1101ria:vairig,
Braden,
Trace
Remodeling or Just
Austin
Brandon
citizen
, Springer*, Ashlyn Brooke Osvaldo Rojas*, Allison Marie Morgan
discount.
Landscaping &
Manning, Breanna
A
Bennett
Switch Carpentry
Cameron
Brown,
Lowest pnce guaranRustin Stalls, Olivia Colleen Stokes, Salazar, Christopher Dain
Leaf Vacuuming
Paige Manus, Chase Alexander
& General Repair.
tee. Removal also. Wayne
Burkeen, Adrianna Brianna Alexis Sutton, Jacob Satterwhite*,
Satisfaction guaranteed
Hannah Marie Martin.
Nathaniel
Licensed & Insured
Evan
Tim 753-2594 or
Cheyenne Burkhart, Logan Glen Andrew Sutton, Seth Richard
753-1816 727-0611
Scarborough, Summer Nicole Maxwell*,
Keith 205-6128
Sullivan
Lyn
227-9153.
Butler, Wade Harris Carter*, Svebakken*, Blair Autumn
Simmons, Malayna Colette McCallon, Kirstie Kayann
Adam
Louis
Castro,
Cecil
Tibaldi, Keisha Renae Travis, Smothermon.
ML Garage Doors
McClard,
Amy
Hill Electric
Marie
Clayton,
Mercedes
Mark Richard Tyler*, Marko
Installation, repair and Vinson
Abbey Elizabeth Spann, McDougal*, Brooke Danielle
Since 1986
Leanne
Clere,
Jessie Megan
maintenance for resiAndre Vazquez,
Mariana Lee Spengler, Caleb McGowan, Diedre
24 Nom =mica
Marie
dential and commercial Cline, Tristin Keith Cole*,
John C. Venice. Connor James Stewart. Tyler Keith McHenry,
Re.. Corn.. & led.
Matthew Gregory
door and openers. Courtney
Kristine
Collins, James
Lai:11,0:d & Insured
Wagner*, Nicholas Stone*,
Jake
Alexander McReynolds, Alexandria May
Including dock levelers Madison Elizabeth Contri*, Taylor
All i - big or small
Wallis, Marlayna Emily Stowers, Kaytlin Michelle Mehr, Dana Reagan
Meredith*,
and dock plates. Free Tyler Covington*, Alex
Lee
Warren, Breanna Kiera White, Thompson*, Travis
753-9562
Ford Simon David Mikulcik*,
Estimtes. Repair storm Davis,
Riecher
Douglas
Ashton
Nikole
Williams
.
Tucker,
Marissa
Leigh Tyson*,
damaged doors. Call
Adyn Reece Milam*, Travis
293 1l377, 436-2867
Denmark*,
Madison
Lane Matthew Ray Winder, Justice Phillip William Vilardo, Taylor
270-293-2357.
Lee Miles*, Devin Michael
Larnt.
FUTRELL'S Tree
Dennis,
Patricia
Kelsey Marie Wisehart*, Emily Grace Lea Wallace, Sierra Jade
Professional Tree
Miller, Heather Lynn Miller.
Service
Douglas*,
Mallory
Lin Wood and Jacob Paul Woods.
Warford,
Dylan
Service. Complete tree Trimming, removal.
Anthony Bryce Thomas Mills, Madison
Duncan*
,
Ashley
Nicole
Dunn*,
7th grade
removal. gutter
Warmack,
Destiny
stump grinding, fireL. Alexandra Mize, Jonathon Lynn
Kenneth Andrew Dunning,
Morgan Lee Adams*, Parker Wendling*. Katelyn Ann White, Montgomery,
cleaning, hauling, etc.
wood. Insured.
Haley Michelle
Travis
Dean
Dwyer. Lawrence Elliott Adams, Michael Todd Justin Aden Wilhelm
Insured.
489-2839.
*, Caitlin Morris, Alexandria Jo Nance.
Charles Eskels, Selena Michelle Arnett*, Iris Mercedes Avila,
436-5141 A-AFFORDTaylor Wilkerson, Eric Scott Hannah Rose 0'Bryan*, Keisha
Earick*, Jessica Kaye Eldridge. Laiken Alysse Balmer, John
ABLE Hauling. Clean
11\11 'S WAS]I
Winkler*, Kelsey Renee Yearry Nicole Orr*, Lee Ann Orr*.
Danielle
Nicole
Ericson*
David
,
Benton,
out garages, gutters,
Cody Lane and Brittany Yong.
N1
v.rmt \ 1
Dakota Brooke Parrish, Hugh
Aaron Michael Feezor. Jamie Bergman*, Erica
iunk & tree work.
Leanne
8th grade
William Paschall*, Dugan Ott
weekly & special plc
Marie
Foster,
Gavin
Dale Fox. Boehmer. Joseph Levi Briggs*,
ADAMS Home
Jeremy Allen Addison, Kayla Pearson, James David Revell,
LAMB'S
•
locally
ovolcd/ope
Logan
ratod
Wayne Fox. Michael Michael Christopher Broh, Marie Ainscou
improvement
gh, Brandy Audrey
Leann
Roberts.
PROFESSIONAL
Anthony Franco, Brandon Brittany Rose Brown, Hunter
Remodeling. Roofing, 759-1151 • 293-2783
Fennell Baker. Zachariah Jordan Elizabeth Kathleen Roberts,
TREE SERVICE
293-2784
Christopher Franklin, Derek Brent Bucy•, Jake Edward
Repairs. Storm ClemBaker*, Nicholas Evan Betts, Dee-Anna Elizabeth Robinson.
Storm Clean-up
up. No Job too small.
b,ogan Fry*, Peyton Brooks Burnett.
Thomas
David Alyssa Nicole Bogard, Kristina Austin
Shayne
Rogers*,
Licensed & Insured.
(270)
Garland,
293-837
7
Caitlin
Rena
Gamer, Canning*, Bernadette Nicole Louann
Hamilton t.ranite
Bohannon,
Afin Autumn Brooke Rogers, Haley
227-2617
(270)436-2867
Callie Faith Garrison, Misael Chadwick. Darrah Janesse
& \bible
Michelle Boyd*, Anna Marie Elizabeth Rogers*, Rachel Jean
—Gomez Vargas*, Isaiah Thomas Clark*. Nathaniel William Brashear
AFFORDABLE
*, Miranda Rae Braun, Ross,
3301 St, Rt 121N.
Montana
Nicole
Carpentry
Gorham, Ryan Tyler Grace*, Clause*,
Madison
Raye Shania Dawn Bridges, Jacob Rowland*, Abbigail Lynn
THE Murray Ledger
753-8087
•Sagging floors
Alicia Louise Grady*. Andrew Connell. Lauren Caylie Cox,
Lee Burkeen*, Chantry Allen Rushing*,
& Times considers Paxton
,
,
•Rool Leaks
Joseph
Taylor
Green, Delissa Ann Tristan
Robert
Crady*, Carroll, Nicholas Brice Cherrie, Russell,
its sources reliable, Green*,
-Sneetrock
Kamber
Brooke
Wade Thomas Griggs, Elizabeth Oaks Crass, Lorynn Kristen
Michelle
'Decks
Clayton,
but inaccuracies do Stanley
Sanders, Taylor Brooke Schaaf.
Brian Hale, Tiffany Paige Deitz*, Codey Lee L,eeandra
No lob too small
Brooke Cleaver*, Tyler Wade Schanbacher, Will
occur.
Readers Ryan
HANDYMAN Service
Hammons, Ben R. Dumas, Brooklyn Faith Duncan, Aaron
227-9641
Lee Collie*, Timothy Parker Schwettman, Brittany
using this informa- Hanneman,
Storm clean-up, tree
Audree Layne Jeremy Wayne Duncan. Sarai Dalton
Cooksey,
J&R Construction
Kaitlyn Nicole Scott. Katie Ann Shinkle.
trimming & repairs
tion do so at their Harper, Lucas Allen
Hill.
Tristan
Marie
Dunn. Bryson Alexander Nichole Cory*, Elizabeth Claire Destiny Michelle
Lensed & Insured
Free estimates
own risk. Although Bradley Holland, Sarah
Skinner.
Jensen Elliott, Samuel Hudson Elliott*, Courtney*. Joshua
16 yrs one
262-490-4692
David Jacquelyn Janae Smith, Jazrnine
persons and compa- Humphreys*, Skyler
Pierce Callie Rae Emerson*, Kaitlyn Cunningham. Allie
Work with your insur270-759 4116
Leigh Kristen
Staples,
Dillon
nies
mentioned Hunter, Joshua Aaron Jones*. Rochelle
ance company on estiEnglish,
Logan Daniel. Jordan Taylor Dawson, Kristopher Starks. Bethany Jean
herein are believed Christopher T. Kelly, Kristen
roles for all your
Chandler Enoch*. Landon Tyler Courtney Bree Dick, Tien Street.
Morgan
Elise
to be reputable. The Lane Kelly, McCall Douglas
,reeds Roofing,
Fike*, Wyatt W. Frame, Dakota Christian Dilm. Ashley Nicole Stubblef
ield. Aubrey Wayne
Murray Ledger & Key*, Ashley Rose Kotter. Lane
: windows. debris
Futch, Kelcey LeAnn Dixon, Dakota Alan Dukes*, Summers, Aaron
Cole Swift,
removal
Times, nor any of its Morgan Ellyn Luther, Chaz Eric Garner.
Amanda
Crystal Keauna Danielle Dunnaway,
Laiken Nicole Tabers, Jordan
fi-4488
employees accept Manus, Brandy Leann Mason. George.
Raegan Elizabeth Kendrick Drake Dunnaway*, Kelly Tetrev, Courtne
y Lynn
any
responsibility Stephanie Jo McClain*, Andrea Green.
Alexander
Garth Allia Marie Earick, Jennifer Thompson*, Megan Elizabeth
St eve Dublin
whatsoever for their Lauren McCormack. Kayla Gullixson•,
75 1-1114 • 22--4i(i-14
Hunter Shawn Lynn Edwards*, Kelly Carissa Tremblay, Austin
Construction
Eugene
activities
Lynn McNutt. Erik Jules Harrison. Katherine
Linn Elkins,
Logan
Thomas Trotter. Erin Nicole Tubbs.
Custom Home
Mikulcik*,
Brad
Renee Hemdon,
English*. Dakota Rhea Feagin, Kathryn Elizabeth Tucker*. Ian
Building
;To iseuesiyour
Mitchell,
Logan
Charles
Regan Nicole Hinson, Jessica Jessica Ann Foster, Andrew Jay Anderson Umstead
Remodeling
, Zachary
Mitchell*,
seii•isieihr
Sue Hiter*, Zachery John Holt. Fisher, Ronald Bo French, David Vasterlin
Pool Table Guy,
293-8919
g, Jesse Robert
Meredith Margaret Mullins*, Kacy Michelle Horton, Haley Bailey
20 Years Experience,
Alan Futrell*, Tara Vaught. Kadin Aline Walker.
Poor Tables Bought,
Cassidy Alexis Neal*, Leticia LeeAnne Hounshell*, Sarah
-der"
Breanne Garland, Erica Gamer, Devon Thomas Warmack*.
Serviced and Moved
ALL Carpentry
Nunez. Italy Orduna, Bryce
Nicole Houston, Rachael Renae
instruction
731-819-4655
Kennedy Brooke Garrison, Steven Powell West*, Clint
Patrick Orr*, Erin Elizabeth
TREE WORK
Hutson. Bokyung Ann Kim*, Andrea
-tomes .Remodeling
Nicole
Gibson*, Austin Wilson, Meagan Kay
and
clean-up.
Orr*
,Ladona Chance Overbey *, Darren Craig Lamb. Jennifer
• Decks •Screened
Matthew Aaron Gore, Kayla Winder and Timothy Clayton
Buying
junk
cars
Katarina Nicole Owen, Logan
Porches .Garages
Lynn LaRose, Chelsea Marie Elizabeth Grady*, Tyler Ross Wyatt.
270-436-5235,
REYNOLDS
•Sagging
06 Toyota Sienna
Limited 293-4205

MOURN
AMU

Jo

I

I

Brick

info at
nista*
1

lifer
sure

OM

1. runs
miles
-1118

lazer
very

•Rotten
Floors •Termae
Damage
Mobile Home
Licensed 8 Insured
270 227-0587
270-753-2353

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
'59-5534
'luck Van Buren
DAVIS Handwork's

Ve've expanded
.-kii home repairs
siding storr
"ii up & home build
t lots available
-oh if Murray
•7(11227-4484
YOUll AD
COULD
FOR
.
• ONLY 117.3.0
. A MONTH
,CALL 733.1916
•

DE

r

TRENT Tree Service
Insured,
bonded
licensed.
Complete
Tree Removal, chipping, remove debns.
top trees. Free estimates. 270-293-4675
or 678-557-2064.

• Tractor Work
• DO/Gravel Hauling
(270) 225-9015

ROBINSON Painting
Quality & experience
Danny Robinson
226-9295
Ald..elim it lArr A4S1101.1

roar!
,•ria
Ucen•ecl esontrairto.
Free Estinsetira

(270)293- 4020
(270)293-1924
STORM-CLEAN ui
• . Trees.,detins

gutteri.:Mof
,nstduatioil, rep!,
TfTleilli. Free estimates

YOUR BUSINESS...
us a call and we can give yo

Horoscope
11 PM

BIRTHDAY
for
Wednesday, Feb. 18, 2009:

This year will be one for your
personal history books. You
won't be disappointed. At first
you might not agree, but by next
year this time you will. You

I

WANDA
Tucker enter a new I1-year life cycle.
Bookkeeping & Tax
Your imagination remains key in
Services Reasonable
prices, e-hie at no extra finding solutions and ideas.
charge. free pick-up Friendships and groups play big
and delivery. Call for an roles in what occurs. If you are
estimate Office 270- single, you will have an oppor753-2079.
Wanda tunity to change your status, if
Tucker
753-0863, you so choose. No more moping
Vanessa Fike
around about your love life! If
489-2280
you
YEARRY S
tree
Service Free estimates Phone
436-2562 227-0267

/Toy 170419-21123

T US HELP YOU PROMOTE

(,1,,e

270-227-6004

& SON'S LLC
• Bush Hogging
• Land Clearing

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of

details on this 2x2 ad.

Murray Ledger A

Murray Ledger & Times
Classifieds
Jill Stephens
Ashley Morris
753-1916

Times

are attached, you can discover a newfound closeness if
you so choose. Remember, you
have the power to create exactly
what you want. Learn to manifest it. SAGITTARIUS is
always a friend.

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynainit:.
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Fatigue could be a factor

First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

in seeing the big picture Read
between the lines, and don't feel
as if you need to take a stand or
be a leader Much comes up
from out of left field Take your
time and look at the whole story

Jacenliaa Blur
Tonight Vanish into your imagi- ing is easier. Tonight: Relax.
nation.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Defer to a partner more
***** Work with a partner
often. Investigate possibilities
directly. You might not under- that others toss in your lap,
stand everything you see, but refusing to say no automatically.
stay focused on your goals, Your knee-Jerk reaction could be
meetings and gathenng support off. Think in terms of gains and
for what you need. You might growth as you view these ideas.
feel stalemated by what occurs. Tonight: Go for an emotional
Take your time. Tonight: Focus hsk.
on the big picture.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Keep communication
**** Others dominate at an
flowing, though there might be a
unprecedented level. How you lot of activity around work. You
handle a problem could define a might long for more personal
relationship Be willing to make comments and interactions. You
that effort to reach out to others. are on top of your game -- no
You'll discover what is important matter what, trust your instincts.
as you detach and ask ques- Tonight. Head home early.
tions Tonight Chat over dinner
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Watch your spending, as
***** Keep your eye on the
before you know it, you could be
big picture, whether you are in a rut Relax and follow through
looking at work, an emotional with givens You could be more
issue or lust planning a retreat tired than you realize. Slow
for a few days_ You could find down some, especially if you are
that surprises aren't grounded in hitting roadblocks. Relax, take a
sound logic. Worry less and brisk walk or schedule a hatfwork more
Tonight: New day. Tonight. Regain your
insights will head in your direc- strength.
tion if you remain open.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
21)
**** Continue to brainstorm
**** Listen to suggestions
and get down to basics. Your
and sort them out. You have a lot
ability to sort the facts from fic- going for you. Investigate opportion might be important in avoid- tunities involving funds, career
ing a risk You can be very race and investment. One "no" doesand simply say ''no " Wind down n't mean you will get all 'no's"
and get as much done as you Tonight. Take a hard look at your
can late in the day. when focus- budget when you pay your bills

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Think in terms of new

beginnings. You might not be
able to start right now, but in the
very near future. Establishing a
game
plan
is
important
Understanding grows, and you
might need to adapt to a situation Tonight_ Nap and then
decide
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Where your fnends are
is where the action is Listen to
the news, and understand what
is happening. Investigate what is
happening behind the scenes
you could be surprised Trust
your instincts. Tonight Take in
new information rather than
complain.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Think a step ahead. consider what is going on Your
strong personality helps you
lead others and get their attention and dedication Your ability
to move forward and touch base
IS dependent on these abilities
Tonight Find your friends

BORN TODAY
Artist, musician Yoko Ono
(1933), actor John Travolta
(1954). Nobel Prize-winning
author Toni Morrison (1931)
•••
Jacqueline Bigar Is on the
Internet at http:/hvww.lacqueIlnebigar.com.
(c) 2009 by King Features

Syndicate Inc.
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LooklogBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Louis
Douthiti. volunteer, checking the
forms for Robert Myers during
his shift of helping other senior
citizens with their income taxes
at Glendale Place Retirement
Home The photo was by Stall
Photographer Bernard Kane
Murray. State University Racers won 94-89 and Lady Racers
won 71-64 over te:tnis nom Eastern Illinois in basketball games
at Murray High team %CONN Were
Rod Munay for Racers and Bobbie Coltharp for Lady Racers.

Births reported include a girl
to Dons and Michael Puckett. Feb
. 10.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Stuart Poston, Dr. ('oy Harmon and
Marsha Tucker at the Business
After Hours reception, hosted by
the Murray-Calloway County
Chfunber of Commerce at the Calloway County Public Library.
Mr. and Mrs. Burie Haneline
will be married for 50 years on
Feb. 18.
Births reported include a girl
to Tonya and Charles Edwards,
Feb. II: a boy to Lisa and Roger
Chrisman. Feb. 12: a boy to Thrill
and Marc Sturm, Feb. 13: a girl
to Cheryl and Doug Fain and a
boy to Kimberly and Mark Wade,
Feb. 15.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of Jim
Perry. assistant engineer, and Dianna Harnson, in-service secretary,
at Murray-Calloway County HosVital, preparing items in the old
Mason building (convalescent center) public auction scheduled at
the hospital.
The annual style show, featuring fashions from local merchants.
sponsored by the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club
will be March 20 at the club
htule.
Calloway County High School
tidy Tigers won 59-48 over Murrily High School Lady Tigers in
a.: basketball game. High team

scorers were Mina Todd for Laker, and Luna Washer for Tigers
40 years ago
Airman First Class Thomas C
Walker, son of Mr. and Mrs Joe
R. Walker of Rt 2, Murray, has
been named outstanding airman
of the quarter in his unit at Phu
C'ol Air Base in Vietnam.
Steve Anint. son of Mr and
Mrs Ervin Arent. and Sheila Stalkins, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Walter Stations, have been named
as Mr. and Miss Murray University School.
Mr and Mrs. Fray Wilson were
marned for 50 years Feb. lb.

50 years ago
A resolution was passed by
the Murray Planning Commission.

formally accepting the zoning ordi
nance for the city of Murray and
recommending it to the Murray'
City Council for adoption
In high school basketball
games. Murray Tigers lost 78-58
to North Marshall with Lee high
scorer for Tigers: Lynn Grove
Wildcats lost 93-42 to Cuba Cubs
with Adams and Butterworth high
scorers for Wildcats: Almo Warnon won 82-32 over Hazel Lions
with high scorers being Furgerson for Almo and Waters for
Hazel: Kirksey Eagles won 7363 over Farmington with Danny
Edwards high scorer for Eagles.
60 years ago
Marshall and Calloway Breeders Association has purchased a
new bull for use by livestock
farmers of the area.
In high school basketball
games, Lynn Grove Wildcats lost
61-49 to Hickman with Dunaway
high scorer for Wildcats; Farmington won over New Concord
Redbirds 52-43 with Steele high
scorer for Redbirds. Almo Warriors lost 62-52 to Smithland with
Miller high scorer for Warriors.
Showing at the Varsity Theater is "The Best Years of Our
Lives" starring Fredrich March,
Dana Andrews. Teresa Wright and
Hoagy Carmichael.

Woman questions belief that
there's no place like home
DEAR ABBY: Is it possible -- or normal -- for someone to lack the desire to trayell I am a 23-year-old female
college graduate with a good job.
I am involved in a serious relationship and still live with my
parents because of financial constraints.
I
like to think
my life is
pretty normal.
When my
friends graduated from
college, they
all
backpacked
through
Europe
By Abigail
before startVan Buren
ing
their
jobs. I was content to stay
home, relax and readjust to life
off-campus. Now that my friends
are accruing vacation time, they
are planning all sorts of trips
-- cruises, vacations, road trips
to visit old roommates. etc.
None of this appeals to me.
I am a nervous traveler and
tend to feel uncomfortable when
I'm outside my "comfort zone."
I'm not afraid to admit that I
can be uptight, and I don't "roll
with the punches" very well.
Last summer my boyfriend
and I spent several weekends
in a beach town about two
hours away. I had a great time.
although I was just as happy
to go home at the end. I am
not depressed or aloof. Give
me an afternoon at the local
mall or a movie rather than a
weekend in Las Vegas. Am I
weird? -- HOMEBODY IN
MASSACHUSETTS
DEAR
HOMEBODY:
Weird? No. However, because
of your reluctance to step out

Dear Abby

odaylnllistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Feb. 17. the
4th day of 2009. There are 317
ofilys left in the year.
k

Today's Highlight in History:
One hundred years ago, on
deb. 17. 1909. Chiricahua Apache
'Oder Gerorurno (also known as
Yawns")
sit Cra, at age

hand-cranked submarine HL Hun-

of your "comfort /one." you
are missing an opportunity to
learn firsthand that this country -- and the world around
you -- is filled with wonderful
people who would be worth
knowing if you could only
broaden your horizons. If this
didn't bother you on some level.
you would not have written me.
A therapist who specializes in
anxiety disorders could help
you do that. I wish you good
luck -- and maybe even "bon
voyage.'
0441

DEAR ABBY: My boyfriend
of 10 years. "Simon." comes
from a broken home. His mother left when he was quite young
and as a result, his food choices are horrible. Simon is 30
now and eats only hamburgers,
french fries, pizza and other fried
or carb-loaded food. He includes
absolutely no vegetables or lean
protein in his diet.
I love my boyfriend and can't
imagine spending my life with
anyone else. I have tried to get
him to consider other foods to
no avail. I'm afraid that he is
slowly killing himself. He has
packed on some weight since
we've been together. I wouldn't call him obese. but I see
what's coming. He drinks only
sugar-loaded soda and hasn't
seen a doctor since he was 18.
I love all kinds of foods. What
can I do to bring Simon over
to my side? -- WORRIED
ABOUT SIMON IN CONNECTICUT
DEAR WORRIED: Until
your boyfriend is willing to
face the fact that he has a problem, and is willing to do something about it. there is nothing
you or I can do. Simon may
eat the way he does because
he has abandonment issues or
because he never learned proper eating habits in the first
place. But until he's willing to
face up to what's eating him
and change the way he is eating, nothing will change.

state had to be roughly equal in
population.
In 1972, President Richard M.
Nixon departed on his historic trip
to China.
DEAR ABBY: I am 19 and
Ten years ago: In a satellitehave been with my girlfriend
linked address to college campuses across the country, President
for the last four years. I want
Bill Clinton
,to take a break and see what
shoring up Sodi
ilse is out there, but I don't
Medicare. Israeli
how to tell her without
shot acid killed three Kurds who freaking her out
and making
had forced their way into the
her cry. Abby, how do I tell a
Israeli consulate in Berlin; the
girl who loves me that I want
protesters were enraged by reports
to take a break and see other
that Israel had aided in the arrest
people?-- TEEN IN MINNESOof Kurdish rebel leader Abdullah
TA
Ocalan.
Five years ago: John Kerry

Icy, which also sank.
In 1865. Columbia, S.C., burned
as the Confederates evacuated and
Union forces moved in. (It's not
clear which side set the blaze.)
In 1897. the forerunner of the
National FTA, the National Con-

gr

eorivened its
wa$hington.
iniginal two-act
i On this date:
version
ac
Puccini's opera
$ In 1801. the U.S. House of "Madams Butterfly" was poorly
t
presentatives
no
broke an electoral received at its premiere at La
between Thomas Jefferson and Scala in Milan, Italy,
n Burr. electing Jefferson presIn 1947, the Voice of Amerii
t; Burr became vice president. ca began broadcasting to the Sovi!
f In 1809, the Ohio legislature et Union,
spted to establish Miami UniverIn 1959. the United States
sZty in present-day Oxford. (The launched Vanguard 2. a satellite
Shoo' opened in 1824.)
which carried meteorological
1 In 1864, during the Civil War. equipment.
le Union ship USS Housatonic
In 1964, the Supreme Court.
seas rammed and sunk in Charleston in Wesberry v. Sanders, ruled that
Elarbor. S.C., by the Confederate congressional districts within each
13 A 13

Mum)Ledger

won the Wisconsin Democratic
presidential primary, with John
Edwards placing second and
Howard Dean coming in a distant third.

13 L. L.1 FSO?)

DEAR TEEN: Do it in person and in plain English before
you waste one more minute of
her time. When you do, be sure
to tell her that the reason has
nothing to do with her and everything to do with you. Be prepared for the fact there may
be tears. However. not every
relationship is permanent. and
breaking up is part of dating.
•••

Patient needs more
information
DEAR DR. GMT: Would
you please discuss myelodysplastic anemia? I would like
to know the symptoms, cause
and treatment. I was diagnosed
with this condition hut cannot
find much information about
it. I was
given another name for
it but don't
remember it.
DEAR
READER:
Myelodysplastic syndromes are a
group of disorders that
By
affect
the
Dr Peter Gott bone marrow
and
stem cells. There are eight subtypes but because of space
restrictions. I can't list and
explain each type. Without
knowing which subtype you
have. I can give you only general information that is relevant to each type.
Symptoms include fatigue.
shortness of breath, frequent
infections, pinpoint bruising.
unusual paleness due to anemia, easy or unusual bruising
and unintentional weight loss.
Early in the disorders, symptoms are generally mild, if
present at all.
The cause is abnormal production of stem cells that fail
to mature or function properly. It is, therefore, considered
by many experts to be a type
of blood and bone-marrow cancer. What causes these abnor-

Dr. Goft

mal cells to develop first sane.
Reasons include pour cancel
therapies(namely those for non- '
lymphoma.
Hodgkin's
Hodgkin's disease and acute
lymphocytic leukemia t and
environmental toxins, such as ,
massive exposure to ionuing
radiation, benezene and more.
There also may be a link..
between myelodysplastic syndromes and long-terni expo- ,•
sure to pesticides, heavy metals, herbicides and chemical fertilizers.
Risk factors include age.
(most cases occur in those over
60), gender (men are affected
at slightly higher rates than"
women). smoking (which
increases exposure to benezene:.
and other toxins) and some congenital disorders (Fanconi's anemia and Down syndrome). .
Treatment depends on which .
subtype you have.
There is no definitive treat-,
mein or cure, but there are
some medications and procedures available. Transfusions
can be used to relieve symptoms of anemia. If transfused
too frequently or over a long.
period of time, however, the
body may develop antibodies
against the transfused blood
cells, which can lead to d
and heart damage. Anotr...
option is drug therapy. These
medications stimulate the production of blood cells, which
reduces or eliminates anemia.
They may be used in conjunction with transfusions. Some
people may need chemotherapy or stem-cell transplant.
•

ControctBridge
North dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
•10 9 76 4
•A K 4
•I 10
•A K Q
WEST
EAST
•A 8 5
•K.132
V8 6 3
IPQ 9 7 2
•K 6 5
•Q 7 2
476 2
•53
SMITH
•
111 10'
•A 9 4 3
41.1 10 9 8 4
The bidding:
North
East
South West
I•
Pass
I•
Pass
I•
Pass
2 NT
Pass
3 Ffl
Opening lead -- five of diamonds.

in the final -- and pos.sihls thc world
championship - at stake
When the hand was first played,
Rob I laniman of the U.S. opened one
notrump with the North cards. and
incryone passed. Alter an opcnitty
bean lead by Last. Ilamman had nim
top tricks, using the ace 01 did,,,,,ludas an entry to cash dummy 's clubs.
When the deal arrived at the second table, with a large partisan audience watching on Vu-( imph. the
question N3S whether the Brazilians
would bid the game the Americans
had missed. ('sing a strong club sys.
ton, the Brazilians, to the accompaniment of wild cheen, proceeded t,
reach three ootrump as shown.
However, many of those watt:limy
faikd to realize that with South a,
declarer, a different opening lead
would be made. And ifthat lead wer.
a diamond, the ace of diamond.would be driven out before declarei
The semifinal match between could score his long clubs.
Brazil and the United Stales at the
Sure enough, the 1.J.S. West, Lew
1985 Bermuda Bowl in Sao Paulo, Stansby. led the five of diamonds.
Brazil, could not have been any
and when the smoke cleared, thc
tighter. Incredibly, with just one deal contract was down two. iti‘ ing
of the I 60-board confrontation
Americans a gain or 9 MIN on th,
remaining, the two teams found deal and a place in the final.
themselves in a dead tie.
Three days later, the U.S Limn
As reported yesterday, the dead- completed a relatively easy w
er
lock was created when the AmenAustna to capture the world title, hig
cans gained 6 INIPs on Board 159 those who were there will never tor
after the Brazilians failed to cash in get the last two deals of the senii•
on opportunities for substantial gains final match with Brazil, which pro-,
al both tables. That set the stage for pelted the Americans into the chain.:
this dramatic last deal. with a place pionship round.
Tomorrow: Actions speak louder than words

Crosswords
ACROSS
1 Geisha's accessory
4 Pack carnivore
9 Hole-making
tool
12 GI address
13 Aden's country
14 Colorful carp
15 Winner's cry
16 Slangy lady
17 Bogus
18 "Dirty -20 Three-toed sloth
21 DJ s album
23 Prez after
Jimmy
24 Heavy hammer
28 Swell, in space
(hyph )
30 Means
32 Asset
34 Teachers' org
35 Used E-mail
36 Where gnus
graze
39 Rock concert
souvenir

13L_CYINIOICE:.

Fl

1

L_ 1:300

1

2

40 Whirlpools
41 Vaccine amts
43 NW opposite
44 Thumbs-down
45 Outbuildings
47 Dog-owner's
shout
50 Essay byline
51 Which person
54 Cheyenne's St
55 Not paid
56 Subject for
Keats
57 Still
58 Be evasive
59 Colo clock setting

2-17 fe) 2009 united Feature Syndicate lo
9 Rap-sheet
letters
10 Stir-try pan
11 Perjure
17 Feudal estates
19 Hot Springs loc
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20 Boxing great

21 Memory glitch
22 Plied a
gondola
24 Taking hastily
25 Watch what
one eats
26 They may be
spliced
27 Ms. Lauder

29 Northern Iraqi
31 Go right
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I DON'T KNOW..
NE CAN'T STOP
LAUGHING..

ALM@ IOU
UMM RPM
0000 HE MOO
LOIN ammo
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MEMO COMO
MMOM MMO OMR
WOO MO
MOD
MR WODU MOO
MOIMMMO =MUM
MORO OMOMO

1110
E5
13

18

IS NE
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!ROMs

1 Morgan le -2 Goodall subject
3 Grab a cookie
4 Some power
plants
5 Longings
6 Tube trophy
7 Born as
8 On — even keel

16UR

ASK YOUR 006 TO
COME OUT AND PULL
ME ON MY SLED

MTMUO MUM
0111UB,EN MinmElp

DOWN

16

ca.earsruirsarb

Answer to Previous Puzzle

3

12

linit.

69

33 Fishing net
37 Recent (pref
38 Time of the
mammoths
(2 wds.)
42 Nebr.

neighbor
45 Dove into
second

46 Crawled
perhaps

47 Road map into
48 Potato bud
49 Decay
50 Wool givet
52 Coll. credits
53 Toronto's
prov
55 Surprised cry
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Brockman family

Calloway County
quarterback Casey
Brockman
has
turned down scholarship offers at
Division
II and
NAIA schools in
order to walk on
at Murray State.
Brockman is pictured here as an
8-year-old after the
Racers
1998
Homecoming
game with Beau
Guest.
former
Racer safety and
All-OVC first-teamer.
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PREP FOOTBALL RO(S I )1

Brockman will stay home, walk on
CALLOWAY QB ENDS
RECRUITMENT, JOINS
BROTHER AS RACER
By TOMMY MAIM
Sports Writer
When Casey Brockman's recruitment
didn't go quite the way he planned, the
senior Calloway County quarterback threw
football out of the mix.
Brockman announced his intentions to
attend Murray State as a preferred walkon on Monday, joining brother Tyler and
ending a I4-month recruitment period
that began immediately after his junior
season.
In pledging his services to head coach
Matt Griffin and the Racers, he turned
down numerous scholarship offers from
Division II and NAIA schools, most notably
Southwest Baptist (Mo.) and Lambuth
(Tenn.). both of which he had been con-

i'REP HOOPS ROUNDL 1'

sidering.
Brockman had remained hopeful for a
scholarship offer from a Division I school,
but when that never materialized, his
decision began to take on more of an
academic focus.
"I've grown up wanting to go (to Murray State) and play football here." he
said. "But I kind of just sat down with
my parents and we threw football out of
the mix, because I'm not going to play
football in the pros. and just said where
do I want to go to college? Murray State
was where I felt most comfortable, so
that's what it came down to."
At Murray State, Brockman will join
quarterbacks Jeff Ehrhardt, Chris Franklin
and Nico Yantko as well as recent signee
Tarvis Milam.
As a preferred walk-on, he'll have the
opportunity to play his way into a scholarship slot, but there are no guarantees.
"It could come this winter, it could

come senior year or it could not come
at all," he said. "But it didn't really
come down to anything financial. It just
came down to me wanting to be here."
Brockman already has close relationships with both Ehrhardt and Franklin,
whom he's met through his brother, a
rising junior offensive lineman.
During the ice storm, he and Calloway
County teammate Tyrrell Willis joined
Ehrhardt for a workout on the turf at
Roy Stewart Stadium.
"It's going to be an easy transition
with him and Chris Franklin." said Brockman. "Jeff was already giving me pointers in high school. so I know he'll help
me a lot. He's already talking about wanting me to get No. 19 so he can locker
next to me."
Brockman met with Griffin last Tuesday and was told the Racers would be
interested in him as a walk-on. At that
II See BROCKMAN,10

KENTUCKY BASKETBALL

lean Anything but Meek
Sweep
AVERAGING 25.8 POINTS
PER GAME, MEEKS
ING LOAD FOR CATS
CCHS CLUBS WIN SHOULDER
By the Associated Press

ON ROAD MONDAY

ith
lead

epostilmnrnyledger.corn

Staff Report
George Garner scored 23 first-half points
en route to a game-high 25 as Calloway
County defeated Hickman County 74-59 Monday night in Clinton.
The Lakers (18-6) blitzed the Falcons
(1-16) in the first quarter, jumping out to
a 23-10 advantage.
Calloway shot 55 percent from the field
and went 8-for-19 from the three-point line.
getting a career-high four trifectas from senior point guard Chris Dobbins.
The Lakers were outrebounded by the
smaller Falcons, but harassed Hickman defensively, forcing 21 turnovers.
Dobbins and sophomore guard Shawn
Thompson joined Garner in double figures.
scoring 14 and 10 points, respectively. The
Lakers also got three three-pointers and
nine points from junior guard Austin Lilly.
See CCHS, 10

Lady Tigers
get back in
win column
MURRAY CONTINUES
SOLID SHOOTING IN
65-46 WIN OVER HEATH
Stan leper!
Murray continued its solid shooting of
late and got back in the win column at
Heath on Monday after back-to-back twopoint district losses last week.
The Lady Tigers hit 7 of 14 three-pointers to shoot 50 percent from beyond the
arc while connecting on 10-for-11 from the
free throw line to secure a 65-46 win over
the Lady Pirates.
Freshman guard Haley Armstrong paced
Murray (17-8) with 21 points. Eighth-grade
guard Janssen Starks added IS. while senior forward Stacey McClure joined her teammates in double figures with 10 points and
seven assists. Freshman forward Shelby
Crouch added seven points.
Heath 19-1(1) was led by junior forward
Lauren Paxton, who scored 17 points.
Murray controlled the game from the
outset, leading 15-8 after the first quarter
and 33-18 at halftime. The Lady Tigers
extended that lead to 49-30 after three quarters.
Murray shot 18 percent from the field
while holding Heath to just 30 percent. The
Lady Pirates went 3-for-9 from three-point
range. but hit 88 percent of their free
throws, going 15-for-17.
The Lady Tigers won the rebounding
battle, 24-17, but turned the ball over 17
times.
Murray returns to action tonight as they
host Fulton County (5-13) at 7:30 p.m. The
boys tip off the action at 6 p.m.
The third-seeded Lady Tigers will face
second seed Marshall County in the 4th
District Tournament next Tuesday.

LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) — Billy Gillispie
has been watching Jodie Meeks evolve into
one of the best players in the country over the
last three months, and the Kentucky coach still
has a hard time
describing exactTonight
ly how imporKentucky
tant
his do- When:8 p m at Vanderbilt
everything guard Whew Memorial Gymnasoum
has become to (Nashville Tenn
TV: ESPN
his
enigmatic Records:
Kentucky 18-7 )7-3. SEC).
team.
Vanderbilt 15-9 (4-6 SEC)
"Every team
has a guy that will play the lights out all
year," Gillispie said. "But for him to do what
he has done for us all year. he has put us on
his shoulders since day one."
It's a load Meeks seems capable of bearing
even though every opposing scouting report is
filled with the same message: find a way to
stop the nation's fourth-leading scorer. Meeks
is averaging 25.8 points a game and has been
at his best when the Wildcats absolutely need
it.
He hit a game-winning 3-pointer against
Florida last week to snap a three-game losing
streak, then poured in 45 points in a victory
over Arkansas on Saturday as the Wildcats (187. 7-3 Southeastern Conference) cruised despite
missing injured center Patrick Patterson.
The sophomore star sat out the game with
a sprained right ankle, and Gillispie isn't sure
whether Patterson will be available on Tuesday when Kentucky travels to Vanderbilt.
"He hasn't been able to do much at all."
Gillispie said. "When he is healthy he will be
able to play and practice."
Kentucky will almost certainly need him
against the Commodores (15-9, 4-6). The Wildcats beat Vandy 70-60 in Rupp Arena last
month, but the Commodores played that game
without center A.J. Ogilvy. He'll be on the
floor at Memorial Coliseum on Tuesday. a gym
that the Wildcats have struggled at in recent
years.
The last time Kentucky took the unique elevated floor where the benches are behind the
baseline. Vanderbilt handed the Wildcats a 11point loss, the worst SEC defeat in school history.
"They could have beaten anyone else in the
country by a large margin that night," Gillispie
said. "They were unbelievable, one of the best
performances I've seen."
To beat Vanderbilt. Kentucky might need
another of Meeks' unbelievable performances.
APRIL L BROWN
AP
With Patterson out. Meeks is Kentucky's first. Jodie Meeks shoots a free throw during
Kentucky's game against Arkansas on Saturday
Meeks scored 45 points setting a Bud Walton Arena record and leading short-handed
IN See WEEKS. 10
Kentucky to an easy 79-63 win
\ t

RRAV STATE BASKETBALL ROUNDUP

Hayes adds fifth OVC Player of the Week honor
MURRAY STATE/SEM° GAME TONIGHT WILL BE TELEVISED ON RACER NETWORK
By MW Sports laterorstien
IIIthe Golden Eagles. will travel to play their last two
Senior Ashley Hayes has earned
Hayes has scored 30- regular-season road games of the
her fifth-straight Ohio Valley Conplus points in her last 2008-09 campaign this week. Murference Player of the Week honor
four games. the ray State will first put its II-game
for her performance last week against
longest streak by a winning streak, the longest in school
Tennessee Tech and Jacksonville
single player in history, on the line at Southeast
State.
school history. For Missouri State, Thursday, Feb. 19
The Humboldt, Tenn., native talthe week, she aver- at 7 p.m. The next stop will be
lied a double-double on the week
Hayes
aged 3(1.5 points and a battle with second-place Eastern
for Murray State. scoring at least
13.5 rebounds while Illinois. Saturday, Feb. 21 at 3 p.m.
30 points in each game. She record- shooting 59.5 percent from the floor.
bs.rlVNdwsrktsá
ed a career-high 17 rebounds against
The Racers 117-6, 12-1 ()VC)
MSWSEMO game tonight

The Racer Television Network ison the air again today when the
Murray State Racers play in Cape
Girardeau. Mo. against the Redhawks of Southeast Missouri State.
Tonight's game will be seen live at
6:45 p.m. central time from the
Show Me Center.
The game will be available to.
all NewWave and Mediacom subscribers at no additional charge.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
The Top Twenty FIVII
Sy The Associated Press
The top 25 teams in The Associated
Press college basketball poll, with firstplace votes in parentheses records
through Feb 15 total points based or
25 points tor a first-place vote through
one point for a 25th-place vote and previous ranking
Record Pts Pvs
1 Connecticut (66)24-11 794 I
2 Oklahoma t4i 25-11,709 2
3 North Carolina 12)23-21.6763
4 Pittsburgh
23-21.589 4
5 Memphis
22-31,465 8
6 Michigan Sr
20-41 443 9
7 L oui sville
19-51.280 5
8 Wake Forest 19-41,217 7
9 Duke
20-51 048 6
10 Marquette
21 -41.045 10
11 Missouri
22-41,041 17
12 Villanova
20-5 983 13
13 Clemson
20-4 939 12
14 Arizona St
20-5 830 18
15 Kansas
20-5 651 16
16 Xavier
21-4 646 14
17 Gonzaga
19-5 599 19
18 Illinois
21-5 589 22
19 Purdue
19-6 582 20
20 UCLA
19-6 473 11
21 Butler
22-3 373 15
22 Washington
19-6 334 —
23 LSU
21-4 294 —
24 Syracuse
19-7 207 23
25 Dayton
23-3 194 --

The Calloway County 7th grade AAU team
took first place in the Mid-South AAU
basketball tournament in Hopkinsville. They defeat
ed Brentwood. Tenn., Christian
Co. and Bowling Green. Team members includ
e (front row) Erica Rogers. Madison Gonneli, Haley Hounshell and Amber Bynum
. (Back row) Kenneth Trice, Darien
Maness, Summer Simmons. Hannah Scarboroug
h, Kalai Trice, Danielle Potts, Abbey
Spann and Kwen Trice. Not pictured is Sarah
Humphries. Three players were
named to the all-tournament team. including Manes
s (Tourney MVP). Simmons and
Potts

Others •eceiving votes Texas 83. Utah
Si 72 Ohio Si 45 Arizona 38,
California 34, Utah 34, West Virginia
26. Florida Si 18. Davidson 15 South
Carolina 10 Minnesota 6, Boston
College 5. Kentucky 5. Miami 2.
Tennessee 2 Wisconsin 2. BYU 1.
Robed Morns 1

MSU TRACK & FIELD ROUNDUP

Dial breaks school record in weight throw

The Women's Top Twenty Five
By The Associated Press
The top 25 teams in The Associated
Press women s college basketball poll
with first-place voles in parentheses
records through Feb 15 total points
based on 25 points tor a lest-place vote
through one point tor a 25M-place vote
and previous ranking
Record PtsPea
1 Connecticut (45)25-01,125 1
2 Oklahoma
22-21 OW 2
3 Auburn
25-1 999 5
4 Stanford
20-4 979 6
5 Baylor
213942 7
6 California
20-3 865 3
7 Duke
20-3 800 4
8 Louisville
23-3 794 10
9 Maryland
21-4 787 11
10 North Carolina22-4 785 8
11 Florida St
21-5 665 14
12 Texas
19-5652 13
13 Tennessee
18-6 538 15
14 Texas A8M
19-5505 12
15 Fkmda
22-4 497 9
16 Kansas Si
20-3 408 20
17 Xavier
22-4 345 21
18 Vanderbilt
20-6 293 24
19 Pittsburgh
18-5 281 19
20 Ohio St
20-5 276 18
21 Iowa St
18-6 263 16
22 S Dakota St 24-2 200 23
23 Virginia
197 169 17
24 Notre Dame 17-6 130 22
25 Arizona Si
19-6 76 —
Others receiving votes Middle
Tennessee 62 Bowling Green 26
Michigan St 26 Villanova 23 DePaul
14 Va Commonweatth 7 Gonzaga
6
Wis -Green Bay 4 Manst 2 Utah 1

FORMER CCHS GRAD MAKES TOSS OF 60' 8.75 TO SET NEW
RECORD
(105 noints), and Eastern Illinois (28 meter
dash with a time of 7.33. In the •Brockman
points).

By MSU Sports information
The Murray State track and field team
pulled off a stellar performance at the
Depauw Classic after missing its last meet
due to the ice storm.
"I think the meet went very well for
us today. We set a few new school
records and a lot of personal bests today,"
said coach Dereck Chavis. "Since we
missed the last meet due to the ice storm
it presented an opportunity for us to fall
off track, but I think we persevered in
this meet."
Murray State tallied 123 points to take
first place in the meet, which included
Ohio Valley Conference competitors Jacksonville State (115.5 points), Austin Peay

Senior Shameka Dial came in first
place and broke the school record in the
weight throw with a toss of 18.51m
(60'8.75"). which was previously held by
Dominique Robinson in 2008. She also
broke the school record and placed first
in the shot put with a throw of 13.90m
(45'7.25"). The previous record was held
by Dawn Woodside set in 1990.
In the 5,000-meter run, freshman Jami
Kloenne came in fifth place with a time
of 19:19.94 and Kristen Miller came in
tenth place with a time of 20:26.77.
Audris Williams came in first place in
the 200-meter dash with a time of 25.94.
She also came in third place in the 55-

long jump she placed 16th with a jump
of 15'11.00".
In the one mile run Katelyn Jones
came in first with a time of 5:00.15.
Karissa Magnuson came in sixth with a
time of 5:20.11.
The Racers also had first-place finishes in the distance medley relay, the 400meter dash by Amber Mills. the 800meter run by Taylor Crawford. and the
3,000-meter run by Katelyn Jones.
Freshman Bernith Charlestain came in
third in the triple jump with a jump of
10.90m (35'9.25") and 17th place in the
long jump with a jump of 4.78m (15'8.25").
Murray State will compete again Feb.
20, 2009 at the SEMO Invitational in

MAJOR LEAGUF BASFB A I.1. 0(- NDI'P

Lohse at home with St. Louis

JUPITER, Fla. (AP) — A planning. He helped
me see
year ago, Kyle Lohse was a what I wasn't
seeing in the
pitcher without a team. Now, hitters."
he's a key part of the St. Louis
Lohse told his agent, Scott
Cardinals' rotation and enters Boras. that he
preferred to stay
the season with the security of in St. Louis
and parlayed the
a new contract.
big season into a $41 million,
"I got lucky to come here, four-year deal with
the Cardiget into a good situation and nals.
lucky enough to sign that exten"I felt comfortable," Lohse
sion at the end of the year." said. "I love the
chemistry here.
Lohse said Monday as pitch- I wanted to
make sure I could
ers and catchers worked out at stay in that
comfort zone and
spring training alongside a few work a deal out.
early arriving position players.
"It turned out timing-wise
The full squad is due Tues- it was great. That
was kind of
day.
secondary."
Lohse went 9-12 with a 4.62
The economy got worse as
ERA with Cincinnati and the offseason
dragged on, makPhiladelphia in 2007 but was ing Lohse'
s deal even more
a free agent before he agreed noteworthy.
to a one-year deal with the
"There were some other mulCardinals last March.
tiyear deals that got done,"
The 30-year-old right-han- general manage
r John Mozelider responded with the best ak said. "But
could it have
season of his eight-year career, changed our
thinking on how
going 15-6 with a 3.78 ERA we allocated
resources? It's posover a team-best 200 innings. sible. Still,
1 have no regrets
He credited pitching coach Dave about what
we did."
Duncan with his resurgence.
The contract includes a no"A big pan of it was the trade provision.
pitch selection," Lohse said.
"I think that touched him
"Using a lot more two-seam that he got
it," Mozeliak said.
(fastballs), letting the ball run "His commi
tment was to want
down in the zone, pitching to to be here."
Contact and just the whole game
Lohse figures to be the Car-
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From Page 9
point, he says, the decision
was made. Only formalities,
paperwork and no-thank-you
phone calls remained.
Murray State was recruiting Brockman as a potential
scholarship player during the
fall, but backed off in December. For a while. the 3,000plus yard passer scratched the
Racers off his list.
But his hometown school
remained in the back of his
mind, and was always the standard to which other schools
he visited were measured.
"I'd always go to a visit
and compare it to Murray
State,- he said. "I wasn't going
to go here, but when things
fell through and I didn't get
TOMMY DILLARD
as many contacts as I would
Ledger ts
Times
have liked. I started thinking
Casey Brockman gets set
about Murray State again."
Brockman guided Calloway to take a snap in Cal)oway's
to the Class 4A state semifi- state semifinal game at Bulnals during the 2008 season. litt East,
throwing for 3.417 yards and of the day, it's just
so stress41 touchdowns. He was the ful, it would
have been a lot
sixth-leadtng passer in the state easier to just
be an academic
and ended the season with a student. That would
have made
56 percent completion rate the decision a
lot easier."
while becoming Calloway's allBut having gone through
time leading passer and break- the process. what
advice will
ing the single-season passing Brockman give
Laker teamrecord.
mate and rising senior Tyrrell
With his decision made, Willis, for whom
coach Josh
Brockman expressed relief after McKeel is alread
y fielding calls
maintaining constant contact from
Bowl
Subdivision
with recruiters since Decem- schools?
ber of NM.
"I don't think he'll be get"It's definitely stressful, def- ting recruited by
any Division
initely nervewracking." he said. III schools, just
my opinion."
"I tell people. now, you want he quipped. "He'll
have a few
to get recruited, but at the end more option
s."

•CCHS

From Page 9
joined in double figures by
Senior center Derek Solomon sopho
more forward Averee
contributed eight points and Fields
who scored 16. Sophothree dunks.
more guard Emily Chrisman
Hickm
an
Count
y
was led added eight, while freshm
JEFF ROBERSON / AP
en
by Brent Barrett with 20 points
After struggling with Cincinnati and Philadelphia
guards Abby Futrell and Tayin 2007,
and
12 rebounds.
Kyle Lohse found a home in St. Louis in 2008.
lor
Futrell scored seven and
He enters
Calloway extended its early
the 2009 season with the security of a new
six points, respectively.
contract.
lead to 20 at halftime at 43Hopkins Central (4-21) was
dinals' No.3 starter behind Chris healthy after pitchin
g just 21 23 and took a 58-38 lead into led by freshman forward AshCarpenter and Adam Wain- innings over the
the
fourth
quarter.
past two sealey Flener with 10 points.
wright, assuming Carpenter is sons due to elbow
The win was the sixth conproblems.
Calloway dominated from
secutive for the Lakers. Calthe opening tip, securing a douloway's last loss came on Jan.
ble-digit lead in the first quar24 against Paducah Tilghman.
ter at 16-6 and taking a 31a
team they'll face tonight in 14
'torn Page 9
lead into halftime. The Lady
Playing just three minutes
Paducah.
,ccond and sometimes third against Arkansas.
Lakers extended that advanTne
Lakers
held
Hickman tage to 51-22 at the end
ffensive option. And that's
"The most important thing
of
County to 40 percent shooting
:Ai( good for a Wildcats team for Kevin and for us
the third quarter.
is to and 4-for- 14 from
three-point.
Mat has struggle finding a win,- he said. "There
Callow
ay went 2-for-5 from
will be The Falcons went 9-forf Mid scorer behind Meeks and some days when
I6 from beyond the three-point arc while
he plays more the free throw
line,
while
i'atterson.
CalHopkins Central was stone cold
than other games just like
loway was 4-for-8.
Freshmen Darius Miller and everyone else."
from outside. going 0-for-8.
Callow
ay
will face Tilgh- The Lady Lakers
DeAndre Liggins have shown
Except, of course, for
connected on
flashes, but have just as often Meeks. Though Gillisp knows man (18-4) at 7:30 p.m. tonight. 7 of 12 from the free throw
ie
Left Lakin 71, Naiades
made the kind of inexperi- the Wildcats have to
line and the Lady Storm hit
he more
Comb Costal 21
enced mistakes — quick shots. than a one-man show it' they
10 of 17.
Callow
ay
County
continued
turnovers — that leads Gillispie want to get to the
Calloway returns to action
places to roll, winning its
sixth con- on Thursday when
to shake his head and send them they've been talkin
they host
g about secutive game in
a 71-28 rout Hickman Count
back to the bench.
since October.
y (8-8) for
at Hopkins County Central on
Having a rotation that seems
Homecoming/Senior Night. The
"They have to know that Monda
y.
to be in constant flux does- (Meeks) can't do it
game will begin at 8 p.m. dila
by himThe
Lady
Lakers played a will be preced
n't help.
self." he said. "They also have
ed by the boe
complete game,shooting a blazJunior Kevin Galloway to know when he is on
game against Fulton City at
one ing 53 percent from the
field p.m.
played his best game of the of those rolls to look
for him, while holding the Lady
Storm
season in the win over Flori- but not at the expens
The top-seeded Lady Lage of to just 23 percent.
da, making several key bas- standing around and
ers will face four seed Col*
forgetSenior
forward Kayla Cun- munity
kets down the stretch to help ting everything else.
Chnstian in the 4th
It would ningham paced Callow
ay (18- District Tourna
the Wildcats win. His reward? never work th.: way.
ment on M0061 with 20 points. She was day
at Murray,

Meeks

